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II!l.OMC!lOI 
"n, •• .u: ,.., 
_!It.e .. eva •• ' of MtMl poJftIla.io •• 1- a.at .iap01'_t phase -of 
wllcllit. _.g •• llt. ft. 18.1t1&'1011 of 8TI, .. tl0 ~, of &IV' ai, 
of .,,01f10 pa. habi .... ' uualq iayolT.. 'the uanr ••• at of \he .toak .n 
...... aprlMJ:7 ltep.' la praetlee,- .... lay-torr p.rfGnl a twt.14 
tu.'10D; -ll', .a ••• 41_ .4.tena1a1ac the eftlO&CJ' .f put JIa'UpIl'llt 
praotleel .1 a balla tor tatu.r • ..a1pale.tl ••• ~cl aa .aD al4b the .,ta\-
11 .... , of cu- prot.ctty, or NlIOTal policie •• 
A OGn.., 1D. \lle .... e appl1., :La \ld.a '\'wIT. 1. b.a'_ ~1Decl •• the 
..,..ratio& of a poplIlatl •• on a PT" area at a ciT'. t!u.. -Tarid. . 
.. ,hoi. an" ltno.4v •• hay. 'b ... 4 • .,..lq.4 aa4 ap])11.4 in thi. ~ oth.r 
OGG'ri~. al ald.8 b the d .... rllbatloB ot &owal aa4 r.lati'9" phea .... ~ 
nab.r.. ., •••••• \ho4 "., U'fil." ..,. be eoalld.ere4 of act .... ,. fl •• 
1'bl11tJ' _ .0000I'll to all ftriaao •• in ha'bl .. t iJlluarellt 1a the raq. of 
\lollo.leal l'.latloaeh1pa 'oleratea. by. the riJSpMk.e4 ph.ea~t. Geocraph-
leal 10"':1. •• , .. '.oroloC1cal factora, ag:r1C't1ltval p:raotl"' t an4 \01'0-
paplaloal t_h:N, are po •• o&1lI&tionl requ1r1J1g laltl1ta\1 •• In''' •• ~-_ 
il&'lonl of a bal1c Obaraoter .. a reqai81te to aooarat ... ,.rataati.B 
of pepula'le. __ bere •• &aT apeoltlo are.. I ..... t1p' .... are oop1 .... t 
of the .. c ••• 1. for aUptiDc Hclmlquel te the 'ftl'iatloJJ.8 in plle&aaa\ 
habi_t appropriate :tor 41t:tere.t locale" the roaUl4e .... , .s ADlle .. 
in Ohio was Dot oon.idere' to 'be the b •• , •• tho4 in Or-COll and 'he .. ~, 
cell.R8 a. applied in OreCOD •• .0' eonaidel'M \0. -be the b •• t 1JL Ohio. III 
a4411;10. to the 11-' __ t10.8 t.poaet b7 the .. ~or ..... tion tactor. are 
other le •• C8.eral ooaaideratl_; 1.8., the ap.olfl~lt7 of data requ1rea 
_4 ,he eo ... II1O&l upea41 \va .f 'lae .... per80ael. 
¥1~ bw.' two exceptio.s - California ... 1187 qta11, (14plwrtu 
1 
pllfoD1.). and "''be1: f, q_l1, . (Ie"",r'" '!!1I.11), - the riDpecke' 
plI. ..... , (D,a.1&P. 991p1t.llj'.' "rna'" ~~.) 11 the .ol~ 1lp~ .... blft1. 
pr •••• t in Utah in euttlOl.I, .. b.ra to 'be 1 .. 117 huat.... .. aportlnc 
..,.allt! ••• "rilrat.4 to tu p ...... t aad. 1t. a4aptaDll~'b)r ~o agrarlaa 
hablta~ haY. r.ault ... in the .xpeJLCl1ture of thou ..... or clellarl by s"' •. 
authorit1 •• aa4 pn.,. llUliTi4U.l. to pro4uc. 'breeclbc aDd. hutiag l\ook. 
Ma.aace-'. ho"''Y'~. hal not kept pac. with pre41lOt1en. lAx1 V :L. aotablJr 
md.D.t 1a the cleT.lopa.n.t aa4 appl1eatlo11 of I.unci lJlT8Ilto17 .. thod. ba .... 
on a procr,aa .t ,.. ..... ta1. obJ.etlTe r •• earCb. 
!he "'tel'll~tl.ll of the .ftect of cll_tologleal factors on 0).,",4 
. bird. pepa.latiOlL8 haa teo .t.a It,eIl ba .... upon casual aad. iDtrequ'lLt ,b •• r-
ft.\1o., without R.Pport of qu.JltltatlT' .rid.D.C ••. .A. alld.lar co~'l'leD. 
.xi.'. 1a other .ool~gieal r.latlonah!p8' 1 •••• int~ractlon b.tween acrl~ 
nltual practices, oll.tlc coa41tloal, &ad n •• tiag _p.riod ana the .ft.et ' 
of wiaor ell_tic ab.rratton. upon obs.rv.d ph.aeant 1l1IlIb.ra tabulate' 
du.r1Dc ceuua coat.. !he ri14l1f. t.ch:IliciaD recopt se. the pre •• noe of 
nob 'h1.tlc iafluaces but oftu. becau •• of 41I.t1 •• of a broader utura the 
inte •• l ... e 111ye.tlga'1o. that ia required in a bas1c re.earch 8tuq 18 denied. 
hi.. Ia or4er to fonalat. 1IIproTed ceasus '.ohalques for the phe.8u.t. 
lnl1tah. the Utah Cooperatt ... e. W11dUfe l.el~ch Unit has felt the neet for 
latenli ... e stuq wh.~'by craphical and .tatl.tlcal ana1Ylle of the concom-
itant 'Y8I'labl •• lDh."~".ln pre •• nt inTentory 'eo1mi ••• would provld • 
• 'If. , -
" . ~ , 
baate information and. a ~OUJl"'tlon for haproTeaent at e:d.ating phealu' 
fbi Jt. ably . 
!Ala atuev- .. a oon4uc ..... as a proJ •• t a •• lpea. the author vh11e a 
rea.rch a,.i.tant at tae Utah,000pel'&'1"'8 W11dllfe l1eaearch Unit duriq 
the perl04 froa March 1S. 1946, to Maroh 15. 19Jt8. DlU'iDg a portio. thi. 
2 
, 
period., fro.,J.pril 15. 194r to Bo'Y .. 1)er 1S. 1941. re.icleace vaa 81nta1ne4 
in til, fl.1~. .,'01110&117. in "!1er 0C?UJlV t, U~. Dar~ the period. 
from J1m.e 1. 194'. to Sept .. \8" 1. ,19!tO. c •• n.e _'hecl& ~re applied on ' 
four aW,tl.~ ~~. 111 the '''' •• aau17. iDlo:.; Elder, Weber, Duell .... , 
aa4 Uta~ 00 .. t1 ••• rollo~ the la"er .... dp.rtod of fleld reaid.nee 
the ..... for, a cr-ter in te.81tlO8. tl0D of ettort .... reaUse", aad. the Serier 
COllnV area wa. .eleot,4 aa a atud7 area proTid1Jlg a .elt-con ~iD..d un1 t of 
slightlY better tbaa aT'rage pheaaaat population density • 
.111 .ta'1.t1cal aaa1781a include' in this th •• ia vaa obtab. ... fro. 
the .82periae.tal d •• lp _in_hect. on the SaTier co1U1V area. 
1., ••• 1.8 fle1d work va. ltalted to one area cOD8i8tlDg of approximatelJ 
22,400 NNa in SerleI' COlIllt7. Utah. !he UDit coneened wa. 1& .. \he ~e .f 
~."uch ~le~g~,~p'pro~~.q l.v'~ .. 1IJ1.a,loDg aad"f~Te .ll ••. vide 
b~~.4,c~~ ,the ~nt1l "D7 the '.VIl of ti~$,lcl ~d, ~e ,~~eaweod high~: the 
north bO~17 .,--.. 0 •• 1il:'e pro~~e~.4, .at from the town ot S~~. 
!he area ,.. 10cate4 in 0.. of the rieh~r t~~~, ~rop ,and. l~Te.,.ck: 
procb1clDg .ee~ioD.a ~f lrrlptea. faralaDd ill the atate. lqar b •• t .• , alfalfa • 
••• ~l,1 oer-.18 t , aac1 ......... bl •• are the princlpal crops .produced. La~p' 
~b." .f ~II~ ,aU _ttl. were paaturec1. 011 the. alfalfa,. fleld. durinc. the 
wint.r ,autl. tat'.~~cl OlL the ac~tlon of alfalfa cut and etackec1 dur1nc 
the aueaer moD. the. 
~e ,p~'~on on the area ... ,1&1'g817 Scan41D&Tiu, Scotsan, ad 
1Bg11ah,Who were. in . ..., lultaDc •• , the 4elcen4aata of the'original 
•• ttle1'8 in the area. S ..... ral.hua4re4 ltlneraat ,~TaJo Iadiaaa ..,.re present 
on the ar_ 4ur1Bg the .,...r iIIOD the aa farm laboren. 
!he topographical bouadarle. cOll81et of mountaiDa rising abrupt17 froa 
.3 
t1ae ,!,&11q floor Oil the eouthe ... , aDd northwe.t ,per1.e~ers of the atuQ' 
ar-. 
Little .e 'be .. vri\ten oouem!Dg the ph __ t in Utah. Pertinent 
1DforDl& 1;ion rep.rdiJlg inTO to!7 18 to tal17 ~c1d.DC 81 ther in publ1 ahe. 
l1t.ra~. 01' uapubll .... report.. PatentlT. It 'became an4atory that 
the author ut111 •• 0.17 the •• Genna .. tho4, aa4 '.chD1q ..... dn.lope' 1n 
other ltat •• whenever appllcabl1i\7 was 8uSJ).et .... 
!he :reT1ew of l~terature will DOt neo •• aarl17 be 1n chronological 
orier of deTelopmeD.'. 
McClure (1944, 1945) report., the camparatiTe ren):t. obtained by 
app17hc fi .... sp.cific tJpea of ph_aant '.clm1quea in •• bra.lea at 4it-
farent •• alon8 over a period of three 3"ears. !he 1!lethoi. app~ed in thi. 
instance are the, roadaide cout, the oae-aiDu;t. cnv1q cou..nt, the 
'eto:.t1oD. aout, the scat cOlUlt, azul the direct cout. 
. ". 
!he quadrat count al 8T01Te4 'b7 :li_raen (1945) 'ln Ore,con _I 4on-
.i4erecl b, him to be superior to 8.DJ' other •• thod attempted in that state. 
lbal' •• n •• partlO1llar17 fortuute in haTiDg aT&i~bl. for experimentation 
a .elt-ooDtabea cit .1D.ta1abag .. JlOD-shitt1D& populatlen: all islalld 1. 
JtWl De hca Stra! t three all.. from the _lDlaal • 
.A. •• \hod requir1Dc prerequisitel of an exact Dature ".,a applied and. 
delipat.cl bJ' Allen (1942) ot Mic1Upa •• the hU1ttbg kill-•• x ratio .. thol, 
the nee ..... 17' reQ.U1elt •• to appUcatlon being pre-hwltiDg and pOlt-hunting 
._.eoD. leE ratio. and a complete recorel of pheasaata killed on an area ot 
knOw. aise. 
leanett, anti Ben4r1ck.on (19:38) developed a teclm1q,ue of road,148 
census in 10.. letin ••• nt. were add ... to. the ~.1. of the data d.er1vel: 
ar .... eaeollp& •• iDg road.ide e81l1US rout •• vera driven and 'Ute actual llUIlb.r. 
of pheaea:atl p:res .. t d.et.ft~4;, oorrelat101l bet.en the ~ C01.Ul:t •.• _ 
co.,... t,4 all' 1n4to.. forll1ll&te" where. b1r4_ ob.'"8a 'per .ile were 
traupo .... t. taU ___ lMr 01 birl. per _'bitatao,.. •• 
IadaU ... , Je~tt (19)9) applied the teclmique eitplO7'ed 'b7 :aeDne't 
and Bead.rloklon (1938) to .ft.ri.~.8 area. of pheaeant habitat repre,enting 
'ftriable population 4 ... _1tl •• h PeJia.,.lYM1a. !he Jl\1llber of bird.. ob •• rY .... 
per _118 dl1.r11lg the roadside onat. vas traaepoled to . indica:ts the D.uaber 
ot 'blrd. per acre. Indice. vere .stablish,' b)r in't8D.llTe tleld .b •• rn.-
'l.u ~1 .... '.4 ltt \he u •• of a trained doC. 
Stl __ , .u AI (1941) reTtewed the proceclure aIld. ob.1ect1", •••• tabll,hed 
for a .,.., •• of peraaeat 0 ...... rout •• In. Colorado. bral _ll ca.rr~8r 
coat •. were oppo •• cl',to couts ..... by replar peraouel .a coaparati",. 
ch,en • 
• ,180a (1947) OODcluct.4 o01l.PreheJl81'Ye atuc11 •• of the road.ld. CISaul 
and. orow1ag count cen ... iD. .... \)1 Dakota. .An a4aptat1o~ of .:th._ro~ 
,1d.. _au., .a ooa "4 'bJ' ,eplar re8-.rch peraouel _ •. repre.~.~~.~ b7 
the rual .JI&11earr er couat_ !he three COUIlt, thai applle' were .~.c~~' 
MVliII ......... tioJt trea4a in aW'loa to In trocbtciJIg a eODtrel 
. -. . .. '- ., 
factor b the pil. of coll,P&1'atlft Jleau1tl. Daball (19lf8) utilis.4. crow-
!Jag cct'D'te oyer a period .f 4,..re '0 4e'el'll1u :relatty. epr~ 4e.al'1 •• 
in Inth liabta. Janson (19"") 82P8r1 .... te4 with the .er1al cannl 
'ecbJlltue 1n Sftth Dakota. 
A etatletieal aaa1y11. of road8il' couats coD4ucte4 in Koataaa b7 
liaher, Blatt_ aac1 Berge.on (1941) wnt far iowrd 1801atiJlg and. ''9'&]:aat1 __ 
the 'baale facto!'. iatluulag the Tal1titJ' of 1'0 .... 14. OOUD.t. 1n that .'bate. 
!he apJt .... c. of tAi, .publication marked. the :tir.I' br0a4 atte1lpt to de'er-
Idae the _t~tloal warrant et coacluaio!18 ara- fro. a baate ph .. l ... t . 
0 .... · .. ·..... 
\ ._or" .... 
5 ~1 
Parker (1941) c1 •• cribe' the use of 100 percent drivel on aaaple areas 
in MlDDeaota. lde.tical tracts were driven 011 consecutive 7~1 to ·d_'er-
a1ne relat1.8 41ffereace. in _ber of birds per habl·tat acre. carlson 
(1942) report. ~_ use, of peraaaeat roadside census rout.s In the same 
atate. 
In I.41_ the va11d.1t7 of the roacl.1de ce.aul when applied. 1n areas 
of low pheasant population 4enai\y was questiona' b,- Ginn (1947). Ginn 
&.m1OUDce4 the 1ntn·4uctioll of" the :rural _11 ~rler nrve7 in that 
etate •. 
!w1aillg (1947) reTea1ect the use of the line route caaul 1D. California 
whereby COUIlts were ..... of ph_ants fluehecl 'b7 walking pre-de'.ninl' 
'r&1l8ectl. ..terence va ...... to the u.te of road.el4e en.na on certai. 
atu.4y ue&I. 
!hreokaorton ad IAu147 (1941) applied the crowing count method in 
Idaho. .An index for conTertlDC' the naber of call. h_rd. to 4aa1 '7 per 
acre lIa4 ben. fonmlate4; oalC\\latlo!l8 required. to ae'eraine the areal 
un81t7"'. not pr .... te4. bnl _11 carrier ancl milk carrier censua 
ha4 al.o been or_ise' in *i. atata. 
Moen (1941) WMar1S. the re8Ulta of a cennl in Illineia made by 
orowing co .... , •• ere .. the population va_ 1Jl4ioat.ed ... _bel' of bird. 
per •• ctlon of laD!. 
::a.son JUl.! Ma.en (1947) lll41cat.4. the u •• of inventory caras mailed 
to co-operating farmers ... a ae&118 of determllling relat,1ve abundance of 
pheaaaata fro. year to 7'ear in. Key York. 
iach (1947) indicate' that crowiug COWltl were particularq .uc~e •• tu1 
1D proTiting au 1D4ez to the spriDg phea8a:a.t population in Borth Dakota. 
!hie, .ethod va8 thneht to be • .,.01&117 useful in areas of loy popu.1a-
tl0D, cOD. ... era.17, the road. ide CO'QJ1ta.thod wa_ cODsidered .817 1r1aocurate 
When the population fell below a certain point. 
~ "'beDled •• eap1078' in the en1llleratlon of a population' clariTa. 
froll taaUMntal. .o ... .,t. of l&Tentol')" that exte ... oyer the bread. reap 
of floral ... 4 1-.1 orp.a1 •••• ' !'he .,801all •• ct 1BII.P1e pl.' .. 4 ,line 
rout. teOhaiqu ••• t1l1s.' tor upland pme bid ...... ·6ft,'ba .. icall;Y 81.i-
• 1 ~ ~ ~, 
lar ill prhclple te the aethqd.e applie4 b7 biological ac1at1.t. in related 
fields I ~. for •• 'er in determiaing fore.t grow~, the ~e ezaainer in 
4.t.rIl~,.",~:atl ... e compo.itl.a, and the _alogi.t 1a 4eterai!dng 
. ~ . ~lf~ V.c:J. •. a..n4 ec~l,p~ _ pe~l~nali V.!'~ ~ .IP,o~fl~ ~rpa,~._ . ' 
p~~~~ •. ~.~o~ ~p~~i'1L' .,1J;,l, .th~ ~pp~~~~~o:t;l ~f, ~_~_ ~ell'. 1D~~ban­
~,.t~C! ~p\\la_'lo~, of , u"Ten to 17 if, the ,~li"~ Q' of. the , te~1ql1;.t,~, .. to b. 
_1D.~.'" !;he .el.~t1on and app11o,ati.,ol1 ot. til._ ~~,fI!e. ba~ic_ c.Jl.~ • 
•• thA;tI. fo~ ,~ ~ck ph.lan' cJ.~.cu.8.4 ~Jl th1" ~pe~,~:re. 1Df}.~~o.4 
,.,. .'r1C1t17~t,ll1'-r~ oo~.14.:rat:l01l'; .. ~~:~1.on8 .r,.,ut1D:C in apeeiflc 
t.clmlque~ ot appll""io .... re: .o .... Il~~OZ7 ~.,~1IIJPt •.. '0 .~~~O1'll '0 the 
li~. h1atoryaa4 •• 10«1aa1 chazw.cter1at1c8 of the pheaeant. 
, ,"MIld.! Qsry. ,. 
J. p.rMU~t route of 19.5 .• 1~ •• __ , 10110".4 ~~~, &+1- ,~~.1~e, cc:>~t. 
(loD4~.t.4 4~~. ~ ~tuq, p~ri~cl. ,!he .p~~f~~ ~ou~.,.eq .. ~c'~~ ~'~_1i,s.4 
•• co~~ ~a4a wi t~ the e~ceptlon, of ,a .,41~taDc, of, one . ~~l •. "', ~. 
~c~.8&ri17 ~11. a _ ~U llick-y~, _ A e~.u., r,u:te ,,~~ 8.~ec'.4, tJ;1a" .W()ul~ 
~1~f1e ~ »rO]H1Jrtloute repr ••••• t1011 of all OOTer tnt •• prevailing Oil 
.A1~ pla~_t~ ob •• ~4 ·~.the. co~t wer.,no'.4_a,_~~~~JJC 
within the ,road rigb:t-of-.,., "'-\hill 200 f •• t of the r1ght-of-_y, or 
~ ...... ~ , . ~ ,. . ...... : ,~~, ' , , .. ~ - ... . "'~"" ... ~. -. ~ .. ,. ... ~ ~ ~ . - ~ . 
\t70." 200 t •• , of the right-of-Wl". A. ape.' of, approzblate17 20 mil •• 
1 
&1l hour .. -.1au,iae4 during all oouat.. :Blr4a were apotted without 
~ " .-. -
leteraiDatioa of •• x _, ace. e1& •• ltlcat10na. 110 a~teDlpt wa_ acl.e to 
... 11"'.ra"17 fluall. bircl. hr1Dg the ro .... i4e counta. 
!'he particular t1mB of .. ., at whlch &!l)" coU11t ~I begun wal 4.ter-
-in ... by '1_ of nnrl •• · or au.aet. MorD,iDB COlUlt. ~" begwl 1ae41ately 
follo1f1Dc nlU'1 •• ; .....aiDe C01Ult. at such a tille as would allow completloa 
. . 
~t ~. cea ... re.te l ... ttatelT preoe41ng ..... t. !he apeoified \t.. at 
which cout. were to begin •• cleteraiae4 by prel1M1u.r:r C01lJl.t. co.auiD« 
at 4av.a; ..-ce •• iy. coaat. were made oyer the .... route until a,4~tln1t. 
_ .... 4 at 3100 1' ••• , with noa ••• i.e count, C01l.t1m1b.c until hak. 
l'.t.8 were -.de cellcernlD.g all phealants oble".' 1nd1eatbg group 
e01lpolitlon, 81.e of breods. uel 'we of COTer behg utlli •• d. llt1r1nc 
the perlo,' that crowiDg couts and roadslel. count. were being made COD-
nrreat17 all· birds 0'11.8",4 during the latter •• thod of census were 
plotted on a '11 •• route map a. to location and number. 18neral climatic 
~ 
cOlld11;io.8 were no'.", amoun' of dewfall, approxl_te t8llperature, rin4 
. ~ - .. ' , 
velocit" and nebulo81tT. ~.eiflc grQwih of ~cult~ ~rop8 &D~ 
her'bacioue .0 .... 1' was tabula tea aud relllOval ot' eOTer· crop.- al the r •• ul t 
of agrlcu.l h.ral practioe. _a ia41ca ted. per1odicall.7. 
_iRe pe·n&11ellt belt tna8H'a were '1~\11she4 on 'he Itu.c1J' area. 
Select1e ... f tls.e loeat1on of eaeh traa.eot __ arb 1 trary; the trea.eot. 
1l101u4e4 all type. of co""er in approximate proportion of occurrence on 
the stuq area. 
8 
laUTi4ual t;raDl.O'~ were approxi .. :belT o~e alle in leugth an' 
01le-tOlU'th m11e in vl4th. !he procedure 101lowe4 during a count cOllslst.a. 
of tabulatlng all ph_8&l1ta fluah1q from a strip ertend1Dc one huaar.4 
t •• t to either 81de of the liae ot traTel; the belt trans.ct p~r~.e'.r. 
1I0t.. ..~. taken coneeraiq gro'Up compos1 tloD. of' blrd. fiuahe4, flushiDg 
cl1.taa~taJl4 tJpe of COTer be1Dc utilized. :L1De route .pe were ~aft.4 
and. all craltun.l featur •• oocarrlnc on the line of travel iJl.~ca .. t.d. (Jare 
•• taken to plot features that would act as pid.a. to f'u:ture 81.U"I'8,. of 
~. t~ •• ot.. COD.l.tent aDd .zaot aBpllcatlon of the ceDaus route 1e a 
Nquisi t. to accur&C1'. 
. . 
Qroytpg COl!Jlt. 
Count. of the apontaaeou8 caUa of male pheasants vere macle o ... er a 
period of three moD. the. 
]'ourt ••• l1ateniDC poet. were e.tablished. approximately one. m11a. 
apart on the identical rout. followa' in deriving the roadsida ~t •• 
Prel11d,Jl&ry atdi •• were mad.. to cletermine the period dur1ll& the 4a;sr 1a 
which. an ericlent 1 ...... 1 ot c0l181.tency oCCllrrecl in :trequeJlCY of, call. heard. 
A l1ateDiDg post ... ' •• ignat;e'sad calls vere counted. for ap~rlod of 
two almat •• at lntenals ot ten .1&1I.'t88 cODlDleulDg at; ,:00 A.M. and 008-
tlmtiac ".tl1. a aetWte .c ..... '1en Gf calls be __ evlclent. :saaed. on 
1Dferation '.ri ... e4. from the foregolJ1& .'uel18. the actual c •• sus count_ 
were bep a .... 4aWJ;l ~r. ~~,.when t1m~. ~olll~. ~~. r~~d. ~~ •. th:e J~~c.,_of 
Il- wa~lh. J. step _tch 11 required. to provide accurate determination of 
the two-.iant. InterYala. 
. . 
. T11df.Oftl ttpee4, of t~"'.l wa •. _lnta.lnecl be twen 1~,8 te~. POII~~ . ~o. 
fac~Jl"'. compl.t~.~ of ~. rout. at ~ comparable. t~~e on &U~~~~.~v" 
couts. !he couts were ord1nar117 cOlllpletad at or near the moment of 
9 
sunrise. !he frequencr of calls de-accel.rated rapidly following sunrise; 
a census count wa~ ellll1Dated. if the route had. not been completed at. or 
immediatel7 following sunrise. 
As a prerequisite to conducting the crowing count i~ was.necessar" 
for the investigator to familiarize himself with the notes emitted by the 
cock pheasant while crowing. Calls often consiated of onl)'one audible 
note a8 a result of distance or interference from o~~er animal noi.e.; 
hence. the experience required to differentiate bet1l8en pheasant calls and, 
competing noises was gained ill practice •• ssions rather than at the expense 
of the accuraCJ of the crowing counts. 
PDSlIB!A!IO:l OF DA.!'A 
To facilitate inte~retation the data will be presented in the follow-
ing manner: first. the raw clata will be offered as a basis for analysis in 
vie" of utilislD« supplellentar, indicators of obsened phe~aant population 
trends as checks upon the formal c.nauB techniques; second. the i80la tion 
aucl statistical anal1'.l. of '9'&r1ous phTsical and biotic factors generaJ..ly-
considered by research workers to influence the results of census counts 
will be attempted. 
Roadside COUP t8 
!he IY'stematlc approach to interpretation of population trends a. 
indicated bT the roadside counts can best be forwarded by s~rating the 
determinative factors into (1) the seasonal effects that influence the 
trend of observed population aenalt,v and (2) those factors which effect 
4&lly con.ecutive counts. 
Jactors affecting observed pheasant numbers over the longer period 
of time area (1) 1.8onal plant growth; (2) nesting and breeding habits: 
(3) predation and mortality; (4) r~roductive success; (5) habit changes 
10 
and population decreases re~ttRg from disturbance during the hunting 
8ea8on; and (6) efrects of winter flocking. 
Jactors affecting ob.8rYed pheasant numbers on conaecutive counts are: 
(1) the relative t1me ot da7 during ~ich a count is made; (2) general 
weather conli tions preTail1:ng before, during, and following a count; alld 
(3) abrupt changes in cOTer.conditions resulting from agricultural practices. 
In view of the forego~ng ou.t~i~e th.1s. paper will ~~r"t ... 41s~8S the 
factors operative in influencing the observed population trend over an ex-
tended period &f time. 
A. tabulation of aU pheasants f;)bserved during mo~ng a1:ld evening road-
81de counts taken over. the same route in Sevier Oo~ty. Utah, is presented 
in !able 1 and !able 2. All birds observed were 11sted in th~lr re~ectlTe 
age and lex cla.81tlca,lon wbeaeTer ~e degree of visibl11t,y .arr.anted 
accurate a."'eraiD&t1oa.. General weather conditions prevailing during the 
peno .. of each oOUllt were noted a. an aid to aua17zing obTieua fluctuations 
in DUmber. obaerved on OODB.outive counts. '0 facilitate.analysis of the 
aeasonal population trend iniicate4 by the roadside counts ihe data obtained 
on all counts are graphicall1 represented in Figure 1 and Jigu~ 2. !he 
general trend 1s obviousl,. similar during both the morning ~d. evening 
counts; however. in the interest of clarity and conscisenes8, and to utilize 
the greater number of countl and larger sam.ple of individual birds to the 
beat advantage, the evening counts will be, eliminated from the discussion 
unless speCific indication of their inclusion is stated. !he relationShip 
between morning and evening counts as indicators of population trend will 
be discussed in an appropriate section of thie paper. 
!he roadside couts illustrated in l1gu.re 1 reveal a general population 
trend reflecting the influence of phTslcal and biotic 1nter,act1ons upon ~. 
reproductive C7cle of the pheaaant. !he field technician, attempting to 
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FIG.-I RESULTS OF ALL MORNING ROADSIDE CENSUSES TAKEN OVER THE 
SAME ROUTE IN SEVI ER COUNTY I UTAH 
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FIG.2 RESULTS OF ALL EVENING ROADSI DE CENSUSES TAKEN OVER THE 
SAME ROUTE IN SEVIER COUNTY, UTAH 
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!able I. Suaary of morning roadside counts of pheasants conducted in Sevier 
CounV, lTtah. 1247 
:Bird, 
Date Oocks Bens JUT. UncIa.e. Total Iter General Weather eond! tion, 
M11e 
April 
1.5 
16 
Ma,.. 
17 
18 
19 
8 
9 
14 
1S 
16 
20 
22 
2:3 
26 
29 
:30 
June 
6 
7 
9 
13 
23 
25 
27 
30 
Jul7 
:3 
6 
9 
11 
16 
lS 
19 
22 
2:3 
26 
29 
,1 
August 
1 
S 
7 
12 
13 
27 
28 
29 
23 75 
22 15 
35 76 
21 109 
35 110 
41 82 
38 67 
38 81 
40 81 
)4 84 
~ 78 
29 57 
31 46 
29 57 
30 42 
20 32 
22 28 
20 18 
13 14 
17 19 
22 29 
16 28 
20 28 
21 28 
16 29 
10 7 
10 24 
16 18 
11 20 
12 12 
10 15 
9 12 
4 9 
7 8 
6 6 
7 :3 
7. 8 
11 14 
6 10 
5 19 
12 11 
6 1 
5 ; 
6 9 
13 
23 
8 
12 
:3 
:3 
17 
7 
20 
10 
14 
14 
1:3 
22 
22 
:31 
19 
eO 
43 
34-
21 
49 
-
-
-
2S 
18 
52 4, 
98 
97 
111 
1;6 
145 
123 
lOS 
119 
121 
118 
118 
86 
71 
e6 
72 
52 
so 
,8 
27 
36 
64 
67 
55 
49 
45 
29 
37 
:37 
48 
31 
45 
31 
27 
29 
2.5 
,2 
37 
,56 
35 
104 
91 
59 
81 
107 
s.a 
4~9 
5.7 
7.0 
1~4 
6~, 
5.4 
6~1 
6~2 
6~o 
6~O 
4.4 
4.0 
4~4 
3~7 
2.6 
2.5 
1.9 
l~4 
l~e 
'.3 3.4 
2.8 
2.5 
2~6 
1.5 
1.9 
1.9 
2 • .5 
1 .. 6 
2~6 
1~6 
1.4 
1 • .5 
1.:3 
1.6 
1.9 
2~a 
1~7 
5.3 
4~1 
2.9 
4~1 
5.4 
01ear~ cool~ _calm - heavy dew 
Clear, cool, ca~ - ~.a"f7 4ew 
S~tt~red c~o~s, cool~ calm,,- hea"7 tie;' 
Scattered cloud., cool. calm - heaT,)" dew 
Olear, cool, calm - light dew 
, , , -., 
Clear, cool, calm ~-heaT1 dew _ 
Partly cloud7, cOol, calm - medium dew 
Scattered c1oad8~ cool, calm - medium dew 
Scattered ciouds, cool, calm' - hea'V7 4ew 
Clear~ cool~ calm - heavy dew 
C1ear~ cool~ calm - heaTy' deW 
Clear, cool~ calm - light dew' 
Clear, cool, calm - medium dev 
Scattered Clouds. cool, calm - heav.r dew 
Clear, cool, calm - heavy dew 
Scattered clouds, cool, calm, - medium dew 
Olear, cool, calm - light dey 
Clear, cool, calm -' light clev 
Partly cloudy, cool, windy -' no dew 
Clear~ cool~ calm - heavy dew, 
Olear, cool, calm - heaV7 dew 
Clear, cool, calm - medium dew 
Clear ~ 1f8.rDl~ calm - 11gb t dew 
Clear, cool, calm - medium dew 
Part17 clou47 ~ warm, calm - no dew 
PartlY. cloud7. warm, calm - 110 dew 
Clear, cool, calm - medium dew 
Clear, cool, calm - heavy dew 
Clear~ cool, calm. heaTy dew . 
Clear~ cool~ calm - medium clew 
Olear. 'cool. calm - heavy dey 
OTercaat, cool. calm - no dew 
Clear, cool, calm - heaTY dew 
Olear, cool. Calm - -light dew 
Partl., cloudy, coo1~ calm - no dew 
Partly cloud.7. c~ol, calm - !Iled. dew 
Sca"er." cloUds, cool, calm - mediwD dew 
Partiy clou¢r,'cool. calm - heav,r de" 
OTercaat, cool, calm - no lev 
C~ear~ _cool~ calm - heavy dew' 
Clear, warm. calm - medium dew 
o.eroaat, cool. calm - no dew 
018ar~ cool~ calm - heavy deY 
Olear, cool. calm. - h_.". dew 
" 
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fa'ble 1. (Continued) 
- -:Birda 
!)ate Oocks Bella Juv. Unclase. Total Per General Weather Conditions 
Mile 
September 
'7 39 45 100 Clear~ cool~ calm - medium dew ~ 9 .s~O 
S 7 10 53 10 eo 4.1 Clear. cool,' calm ~ med.1umdew 
9 2 9 58 20 89 4~5 Overcast •. cool, calm - no dew 
10 11 0 49 ,0 99 5.0 Clear, cool, 'calm - medium dey 
16 11 5 3S 1 S5 2~e Overes.'. coo1, calm ~ no dew 
17 4 11 39 24 78 4.0 Part17 clou~, cool, ca~ - no d.ew 
19 14 1S 78 8 115 S.9 Clear, cool, calm - heaV de" 
2, 15 6 49 14 84 4~2 alear~ cool~ calm - 11gh' 'ew .. 
~ 19 18 57 12 106 5.4 Clear, cool~ calm - hea'Y7 de" 
2S 37 2B 106 1~ 194 10.0 Clear, cool? calla - me4ium dew 
October 
15 142 140 7 16 30S 15.5 Olear, cool, calm - heavy frost 
17 79 76 .5 iSS ,7,9 Olear, coo1~ ~~ ~ 1~gb.t f~,,~ 
26 91 78 
-
-
175 8.9 Olear, c~l; calm - hea~ ~~8t 
27 i02 101 .5 ~ .. 208 10:6 Clear~ co 1d~ calm - med1 um fro s t 
28 1O, 88 
-
191 9~1 Ci .... r? ..~o~d! ·~tit - h~~ f~08t 
29. 103 34 5 164 8.4 OTercast,. cool, calm - no frost 
31 86 62 12 160 8!2 Cl.ear? coC?l? ~lm. ~ hea"Y fros~ 
November" . 
8 6,3 ill 
-
.. 174 8~8 Clf)8:r~ coo1~ ~1m ~ h~T.r fr~~' 
it 87 132 
- -
219 11~2 Cl~r, ~old~ calm ~ hea~ froBt 
13 61 118 179 9.1 Clear~ cold~ calm - heavy froa t 
14 61 50 111 .5.6 Clear, col., calm - 2" fresh SDOW 
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!able 2. SU!amary of evening roadside couts of pheasants conducted in S.vier 
County. Utah, 1941 
:Birds 
])a te Cocks Hens JUT. tTnclass. Total Per General Weather Conditions 
Mile 
April 
Clear, warm, calm 15 6 12 18 .9 
16 33 82 115 5.9 Clear. warm, sl.· winq 
11 11 17 28 1.4 Overcast,' cool. wln~ 
18 :31 92 123 · 6.3 Scattered CiOUa8, cool, sl. windT 
19 37 87 124 6.4 Olear. warm. calit 
23 35 107 142 7.3 Scattered cloud8~ cool, sl. wind7 
24 4.5 114 159 ., 9.2 Scattered clouds. cool, calm 
25 '37 47 84 4.2 Overcast, cool, calm 
30 :31 68 99 5.1 Clear, warm, windy 
May 
2 ~ 58 95 4.9 Clear, hot, calm 
:3 3:3 55 sa 4.5 Clear f he t, calm . 
.5 29 34 63 :3.2 Overcast, warm, very w1nd7 
'7 33 53 86 · 4.4 Clear, warm, sl.· wi~"" 
8 16 26 
--
42 2~1 SQatt~r,d c~oud~.hot, very wind7 
12 26 28 
--
54 2.7 PartIr clo~~ ~ool, 81. winq 
16 ze Jt9 77 3~9 Clear~ _~, sl. windT 
20 22 50 72 3.7 Clear, _rm~ sl. 'W'iDcQr 
21 21 )6 57 · 2.9 Olear, hO.t, calm 
22 ~ J4 64 '~1 Clear. warm, caim 26 27 20 
--
47 · 2.4 Partly' ~vercas t, . Warm, tdnq 
28 1.5 13 28 1.5 Partly cloudT. cool, Ii. w1nq 
29 1.5 16 31 1.6 Scattered clouds, warm, sl. windJ' 
June 
6 21 21 42 2.2 Clear, hot. cAlm 
7 1S 14 29 1 • .5 Partly c~oudy,. warm, ,ai. winq 
9 1, Ie :31 1~6 Scattered clouds. cool. windT 
10 12 .5 17 ~9 OTercaat. warm, sl. w1l1d7 
12 1:3 17 :30 1.6 Scattered clouds, cool. calm 
2:3 9 20 13 42 2.1 Olear, calm, warm. 
24 9 12 21 1.1 Overeat t, ,;arm, calm. 
26 17 20 12 49 2.6 Clear, warm, windT 
28 1 14 21 1.1 Partlr clo~, warm, windT 
July 
Clear,hot, slightlY vina, 2 9 S 9 Z6 1.3 
5 7 4 
-
11 0.6 OTercast, warm, slightq "rinq 
a 6 4 10 0.5 Part17 cloudT. warm, calm 
10 :3 9 4 16 0,8 Clear, _rm, slightly winq 
14 .5 4 9 0.5 Scattered clou4.~ cool~ calm 
17 2 0 4 6 0.3 Sea t tered clouds, warm, calm 
26 .5 4 9 ~.5 Clear, hot,. slightly win¢, 
.A.uga.s' 
6 3 10 6:3 76 3.9 Clear, warm, calm 
1 8 10 39 57 2.8 Scattered. clouds, warm,' calm 
11 4 7 14 25 1.3 Overcast, cool. slightly wind1' 
September 
Clear. _rm. 811~tly Yinq 6 2 :3 18 14 ", 1~9 
8 6 .5 29 15 .55 2.8 Scattered clouds. warm winq 
16 13 4 76 11 104 5.3 Sea. ttared clouds, warm, 'W'inclT 
!aBle 2. (Continued) 
:Bird. 
Date Cocke Hens JUT. tTnCl&.8. !1'ota1 Per General Weather Conditions 
Mile 
September 
18 10 6 21 
19 10 7 36 
20 4 5 14 
22 13 8 45 
23 24 15 42 
24 17 9 53 
October 
14 55 46 
1S 102 8, 
16 103 100 
17 61 ~ 
25 58 26 
27 9:3 77 
28 117 69 
:31 SS 13 
Wove.ber 
a 69 148 
12 '0 .sa 
, 
6 
1 
5 
" 
6 
40 2.0 
59 2.9 
24 1.:3 
71 3.6 
81 4.1 
96 4~9 
101 5~5 
18, 9.4 
20; 10.4 
10, S~3 
84 4., 
176 9~O 
186 9.5 
161 B.2 
217 li .. l 
1213 6.5 
Overcast, cool, slight17 windy 
Clear. cool, slightly w1~ 
Overcaai, cool, calm 
Olear. _rm, slightly windT 
Scattered ciouds, warm. slight wind 
Clear, warm, calli 
Olear~ cool, slight wind 
Clear~ co~l. calm 
Clear, cool, ~light wind 
Clear~ cool. calm 
Cl.ar~ cool~ calm 
Clear, cool, calm 
OTerc8.8t, cool, alight wind 
Olear, cool, calm 
Oiear~ coo1~ 811~t wind 
Clear, cool. calm 
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determine the _ comparable popala tlon ~e!Lll V from _7~r to rear t will ne~'8-
eari17 be limited to ln~entory work tor a relatiTely short time: hence, a 
eompo~ent p~r~ of the ~ep~dnct~v. curve will be ut~llzed as an index to 
~e1atl?e p~eaeant DUmber •• A~ what p~tlcular t~~t in relation,to habit., 
or habitat, can roadside count. be made in succe.8i,. ,.ears and ~omparable, 
reliable population densiti.s determined' !here haYe been nearly aa ~ 
&newers to the question as there ,h.a'Ve been investigators. In, Iowa. :Bennett 
and Hendrickson (19,8) '.signated the period from September lath to Septe~ber 
2Bth &8 the, optilntm t~1I1e in which to conduct, the roadsid.e cOlint. RoweTer, 
in the following year, heav,r rainfall had produced a luxuriant growth of 
gras,es and weeda, along the rOadside. consequently' the count. were made 
approrl-. tely three weeks 18 tar than former11'. CogDi zanca of c~~arable 
cover growth a. a factor in 4eteraining relative population densities 11 
indicated but disturbances in the reproductlTe cycle apparentl1' were not 
consilereel. In South Dakota (Ifallon) .tate game wardens and technician~ 
ran the roadside counts bet~en July 18th and July 'l~t. ~o consideration 
was apparently giTen to progress of the reproductive cycle. !hat such a 
situation cau.sed bias in the South Dakota census was indicated by Ximball 
(l9qa) who reports, 
Ioad.ide aurY818 should be conducted at a definite number of da.,.8 
~ollow1ng the time when aeasonal crowing activit,. reaches near max- .. 
imwn and levell otf. !his should greatly reduce the variable factor 
vh1ch 1s belieTed to have 1D.troduced the greatest error in all tJpea 
of roadside surY.".; that 1a. the factor of not conducting the auM'e,. 
at exactlY the same point in the reproductive c,ycle of the ,pheasant 
each ,.ear. 
It seems strange ~t we haTe conducted the roadside census for so 
JDa.JV' 7.~f8",n ~~ut. ~ual4" correlating the' time it should be· taken 
with the progress of the reproducti'Ye C7cle. and thus elim.inating a 
~~~ .• ~~~ of error. 
,Hickl, .!!.!! (~94~) of t;)~~o, :Bach, (19~) of lforthDako~a, and Ginn 
(1941) o-f Ind1au a~ other inve8tigators ~ have applied the roadside 
counts at the same calendar date on succe8sive Tears. 
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Xiaba11, in a previouslr quoted statement concern~ng the correlation 
of ti •• of roadside counts with the r~roduetive c,rcle, struck at the crux 
of the matter. In U~, where agricultural usages are Bomewhat different 
tban in South Dakota, the prelli •• DlUat further be dneloped to include 
farm practice.. !he ~t.r believe. ~t abrupt d~rture. from the general 
population trenci become points of vital importance to an 1nvestlgatorwho 
desires unbiased results. lacking a aeries of counts s~ilar to thoa. 
represeated in Jigure 1 the investigator conducting.short term counts does 
not recognize fluctuations of an abrupt nature as departures from the more 
representatiye general population trend; it thereby behooves him to antici-
pate effects bTr ••• p1s1nc _" •••• 
J'.1C!ORS IDImmCING O:BSIl1VED POPUUTIOI'!BEIDS 
InteD8iTe field observation during the period of ~oad81de counts re-
Tealed, in a08t instance., qualitative correlation between abrupt fluc~u­
atl0.. 1n the observed p~lat1on trend and ~.c1f1c ecological aBd phTa-
lological tactors; _ely, cha.rJ8e. in environment, responses to r,product1ve 
urges. and ne.t destruction reaulttag fro. agricultural,p~tlce8. Sufficient 
field ~11catlon. necea •• r,y to encourage formulation of quantitativa methods 
of a4jutment are lackiag. Mere recognition of possible b~8 in data does 
not constitute matlle.t1cal warrant for adJustment; however, precautlona17 
meanree are indicated when the various biotic influences causing bias are 
evident. 
8ea80_1 plut groyth 
!he lea80nal growth of, the 8ix major cover crops present on the stuq 
area in SeTier County, U~, 4uriD8 1941 1s indi.;ated,1a J'ipn ,. 'Urdt1 
for &nJ particular cover crop ia expressed as a function of maximum height 
attained. diarel&rding denait" or the height relative to ~ other cover 
classification indicated. 
Supertica1l7', the popula t 10n trend. appears to eo 1nclde, in inverse 
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ratio, to ~he growth of cover during the studl' period. The degree ot 
Yi81bl1lt.y, as limited b7 cover growth, m&T be.considered one of the less 
complex Tariables operating to influence observed population tr~nds obtained 
by 8trlctq ocular methods. !his doel not mean to _ 88.1' that limited Vi81-
bIll ty does not cau •• decreasea in oblened number. but complete field 
notes concerning cover growth obtain.d from year to year will prov~d. 8~­
f1e1ent basi. for deteraining c~rabl. periods of growth during whiCh, 
suppo •• ~. comparable population estimates ~ be der~ved; the vi81blllt,y 
factor tenda toward being a constant when thus applied. 
Courtship and nesting habit. 
!he determination of the spring breeding population and sex ratio ia 
a basic requisite for establishing the degree of reproductive success and 
r~roductlve potential of the ~r1ng pheasant population. Apart from rela-
tlve population a.enaity, the sex ratio data obtained during spring counts 
is an lmpor\ant factor in it.elf. 
!he effects of the courtship and neat1Dg phases of the r~roductive 
c,rcle produced a characteristic curve in the observed population trend. 
!he plane of the curve indicating an increasing ob.erve~ population 1s 
grounded in the pqalo1og1cal urge.8 leading to breeding. !he pheasan t8 
are di~ersing from the heavy winter COTer; the cock to take possession 
of crowing areas and the hens to select nesting 8i tes. !he upward trend 
noted in observed numbers during April 1. the logical result of increased 
activi t7 and dispersal (rigure 1). 
Leedy and Hicks (McAt'e- 1945), reporting on a study made- in Ohio, 
inc1icated that the sea80n of displaJ' began on about April 7th and the 
flrst attempt at copulation was observed on April 15th, the laying season 
u.sually beginnlug in April. !he wri tar observed the first attempt at 
copula tlon on the Sevier study area on April 16th. 1941. 
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liaDdall (1940) expre.s.d the opinion that increased predation during 
March and April resulted from mating behavior; at this period the pheasants 
besan to. expos. themselves more free17 as a result of mating and nesting 
impulses. The ~r1ng movement during late March and earl1 April had dis-
tributed the pheasant populatiqn even17 over the Penns71vania area studied 
by Bandal1. 
Fisher, .!!!:l (1941) ltates "!he up-awiDg in March i8 probably cor-
related with the onset of breeding behavior althoUgh the population is 
actualq deel1D.1ng rather than increasing. n 
Du.rixag the course of a stud7 of the pheasant in Iowa, :Baskett (~947) 
noted maD7 observations concerning the breeding behavior. He ltates, in 
part, 
Concurrent with- the break1Dg up of winter band.s of pheasants, there 
1s a movement a~ from winter covert. which f1n.alq results.in a 
muCh more nearlY uniform local distribution of birds. -
Dl1ring the period when crowin.g 1s most frequent, female pheasants, 
,.1 ther, singly or in groups. slowly traverse the feeting grounds. 
11th the onaet of nesting, the females are seen le88 1n their wan-
dering. 
!'he author feels JU8tified in assuming tbat the obsened population 
1eTel will re_1n relativel,. high during the egg laying phase, with no 
significant decline occurring until general incubation of nests commences. 
!here would be a alight decline in observed numbers resulting from. the 
decreased actlvi't7 of scattered, early nesting henl but in general, a 
sharp decline would not be noted until the bulk of the incubation was in 
progress. 
Wanc1.ell (1942) noted that during the breeding period in Massachusetts 
copulation followed selection of mates and mated birds red and roosted 
together. As egg laying becan and progre Bsed., the hen returned to the cock 
to feed and pre.waably for subsequent mating •• 
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Wight (McA.ttee- 1945) cbsenae a clear cut change in cock-hen relatloD.-
&hip between the layiDg and Incubating phase by ata,lng: 
The layimg phase i. that duriDg which the neat. are bullt and the 
eggs produce': copulation continues •. 
!he.lncabatlng phase COTers the period ~en the hens are incubating. 
Oopulation does not occur during thil period and the male appears to 
be 1solated from the hen. 
:Baskett (1947) confirms Wight's premise. Be obserYed that du.ring 
the period of egg laying contlJ1Ued activit,- during the morning hours may 
be expected, the eggs being laid, generally during the interval between the 
two dal11 f.eding periods; henee, between the periods ending appro~ma:te17 
two hours after aunriae and beginning about two hours before sunset. 
!he activity ot incubating hens, however, is the snbJect of some. 
controTerq. Leopold (1936) gave "dawn and 4:00 P.K." as. the times. at 
which incubating pheasant hene leave the Dests or take rest periods_ 
!aSkett (1947) .tates: 
In :·th~ 'l~e'bagQ' (ioVa)' i~Te8tigatlon .•. one n~8t was. T~a1t~d, J7 
t1m~. at hours ~ng f~~. 4115 A.M.unt117:Q5 P.M.,',and .. the.: 
fe~l~ vas ~ft the n~8t_ onq,th~ ~l~s: ., ~nce a~' 1:05 A~M. i and 
~~ .. ~ 6,'5 A.M. on, another da7, ~d.asain at 7:50 J..~.on It111 
~nother dar. Ho definite. t~me8 were d.iscovered at which the 
writer could predict with accurac,v tbat any individual female 
'WOuld be a~ from the nest. 
~t1. ~r1z~ng the findings of the aforementioned investigators the 
act1v1il attributed to the pheasants as a result of the p~ocreat1ve urge 
during the spring. and earq aumm~r months should be refle"ted in the 
obl.rYed population, trend.and observed populatlon.c~mpositloD., ObT~OU8 
co~elat10n is evident .. between the pheasant habi ts ~d the ob~ervatlonB 
(figure 1) obtained 1?etween April 15th and June l.5.th. ~e. upward trend 
during April compares with the expected dispersal from If'1~ter cover and 
general increaae in ~t1rit1 prior to sating. As mating, commences and egg 
la:ring progresses. a plateau in observed, numbers is expected and did o~cur. 
A slight decline in the observed numbers can logically be attributed to 
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early nesting hens. !eg1DntDg during the ~ird week in May a precipitous 
deQlin. ill ,Qll'.rn~, ~"e~!9 ~. ~tep., ~ont~u1ng~1;~l appro~J18.te17, J~. 
lS~; apos.ible reflection of decreased hen activity during incubation. 
•• - - _. - l • 
!be ~e8, takin$ place.in the.observed po~latlon composition, crowing 
intenal ty, and lex ratios clur1ng this period tenda to confirm the atated 
correlations in every instance,. 
!he ob •• rTed.papulatioB composItion prevailing on the stu.c%r area .s 
tabulated for bl-weekl1 periods in !able ,. until April 15th, only 54.2 
percent of the obaen-sd population, was in ~e. hanm association. rol~o ... 
ing April 15th, and contiJl'il~ 'Wltl1 May l4~. the proportion of th~ ob-
8e",e~ popula 1;lon ,oc~rlng a& a, harem co~onen t ,shifted ~r,ply up~rd to 
~nge, during a four week period, from 71.~ pere~t t~ 75.0 pe~cent. !he 
" 
mean harem compo.s. tion for the four weeks was 73.9 _ • 95 pe~cent of the 
ob.erved. population. :B7 going back to the original data a weighted. average 
!able 3. Compo.1 tloB of the 0 beened adult' pheaaan,t population during th~ 
nesting period on the Sevier area. 1947. ,fhe proport1o~ of ~. 
population in each elaesif1cat1on is expressed a8 a percentage of 
the total numbers observed during weekly or bi-weekly periods. 
Cocke HellS H8.rems Harems with Proportion 
Periol without withou.t with two or of pop. in 
hen. cocks one cock more cocke harells 
(~) (~) (~) (~) (~) 
April 1 - 1S 17~6 28.2 46~.s ?~7 54.2 
April 16 - 23 8.3 15.9 11.9 ~~1 7S~O 
April 24 - JO 14.5 14.2 68~2 3~1 71.3 
May 1 - 7 14.5 9.9 73~8 1.8 ?5~6 
Ma78-14 14.8 11~4 72~4 1.4 73~8 
May lS - 21 9.8 8.4 79:4 2~4 81.8 
MaT 22 - 29 17.6 6.4 12.5 3.5 15.0 
Ma7 30 - June 6 16.8 6.9 69.9 6.4 76~, 
June 7 - 14 24.1 12.3 63.6 63.6 
June 1.5 - 30 13~6 12.5 13.9 73~9 
July' 1 - 14 25.6 23.8 49.4 49~4 
July 15 - 31 31.0 33.6 35.4 :35.4 
ot 74., percent _I obtained for the four weeks period, hardly & aipif-
. - . , 
leant 41f~er.nce in ~salt8 be~.n the methods of calculation. !hi a 
obvious plateau in harem composition compared f'avorabll'. in part, with 
the plateau retJUl tiug from :relative atabill ty in obaerYed llUIDbera during 
the lame period (figure 1). A sharp decline _s noted in the obseM'ed 
nura"bera following the foregoiRe plateau. the break: occurring laediately 
folloring the week in which the peak of harem composition _. reached; the 
period of May lStn to MaT 211t. During this period. the proportion of the 
population observed aa components of a harem was 81.8 per.ent. '0 test the 
81p1ficance of the la.t .tated. ratio to the ratio pre'Y&il~ during the 
previou8,fo'tlr -wee1:c8 a.tlta~iltical.ethod ad'9'8AOed by Sned.ecor (1946 -.pp. 
198 - 199) for d.tera1nation of cb1-aqmare in a four fold tabl~ ~~ utilised. 
ehi-square val found to be highlJ' 8ipifican t (chi-lquare = l~. 8, Talue of 
Chi-lqaare at 1 percent leTel = 6.'5. degrees offre.dom = 1), tnd1~~ing 
that the two ratio. are not indeper.uient of period; the difference between 
the two periocls va. sa actual olle. 
Otiler ftriatloD8 of inter •• t concerning the population compos! tloD 
oeeurred. during the period of peak harem composition: the proportion of 
coot. oba.rYe' unaccompanied b7 hens 'ecreased; the proportion of hens 
UDaCcompan1ed )y cocks a.creased. Jol1owiAg ~1. period of peak hare. 
compo.1 tlon the propertioD of cocke unaccompanied by hens began to .. in-
orease; i1):~er •• 17. the ratio of hens lUlaccoapanled bT cocks began to 
deerea.e. 
It II J1.Ot being presumptoua to atate, that if the proportion of cock8 
vi thout henl 1e increasing at the same t1me that the proportIon of hens 
'Without cocks i. d.ecreasing, and. the proportlOJl of the popUla.tion in bar •• 
is a180 decreasing, ~e hena are ceaeing to appear in the roadside couat. 
1n their former IlUJIbers. rue change in ratios ie borne out by the sex 
r,atles aammarl.ed as bt.weeklr averages in !able 4. Obviously a major 
fluctmation in the observed sex· ratio occurred during the r~roductive c7c1e; 
the hen ratio bad decreased 65.2 percent by June 15th. 
!able 4. Sex ratios oba.ned. d1I.r1nt: morning and evening road.ide counts 
on the SeTier area, 1947. !he ratios are calculated. on the 
baaie of the sexed birds obae"ed during bi-weekly periods. 
Period 
April 1S ~ 30 
MaT1-I4 
MaT 15 - :30 
Jue 1 - 14 
Jue 1; - 30 
Jul.y 1 - 14 
July 15 - :30 
.111&\18 t 1 - 14 
.A.uca- t 15 - :30 
Septa.bar 1 - 14 
Septe.ber 15 - 30 
October l' - 14 
October 1S - 31 
November 1 - 14 
MorlWlg Oounts 
Sample Hen: Cock, 
581 1 : ,.1, 
341 1 : 1.91 
11/i'1 , 1.88 
151 1 : 1.09 
192 1 : 1~4, 
130 1 : 1.SO 
151 1 a 1.29 
103 1 : 1.51 
30 1 : 0.77 
64 1 : 1.21 18, 1 : 0.8, 
12;, 1 : O~1S 
68, 1 : 1.51 
Evenil1g COUl1 te 
Hen: Cock Sample 
1 : 2.'5 892 
1 : 1.46 428 
1 : 1~,8 '76 
1 :.~ 1.01 149 
1 t i 1.57 108 
1 : 0.97 59 
1 :.0.57 11 
1 : 1.80 42 
1 : 1.00 16 
1 : 1.80 145 
1 : O~?5 1193 
1 : 0.48 :34; 
'!he relationship of peak crowing intensi t)" to period of peak: sexual 
activit" aa '.noted ~ the harem association revealed a high. degree of 
coincide.ce. Peak crowing Intenslt,y occarred during the identical perioi 
as peak harem association. 
!he foregoing development of breeding and nesting inter-relationships 
has aalQmed the characteristics of a complicated Jig saw puzzle of ob8e~ 
tiona and CaD beat be illustrated in graphical. form. P~gnre 4 p~~~e~t8 ~8 
ob8e"~cl i1lt~~tan~8, ill the. ch:r0D.ol~gt._l ord~r ._of ttJ.eir .occurrence. 
!he hatching curve 111u8t~te4 ~n J'igu.r~ 4 was 'etemin.ed b7 :a.t~ll~iDg 
the estimated age of the 169 broods observed, calculating from date of obaer-
. . - - . - - ~ . - - - . ~ - . ,- - , , . ' 
Yanee, and thue fixing the hatching date. !he writer believes the plotted 
probable hatching peak fixed bJ' D.esting studies vas more indicative of the 
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t1'l18 neating chronoloQ' than the calculated peak. Iesting and lIlOrtali t)r 
etulias made 111 C\l t alfalfa lields indicated the hatching peak to be on or 
about June 20th. ,!he apparent cliBcrepanC7' between hatching peaks &8 e.1;1-.ted 
bJ' the two methods, calculation from observed broods and nesting studie" 
ari.es fro. eD.Tiroaental disturbance and mortalitr resulting from agr1cul-
~l practice.. !he first cutting of alfalfa bar, with eonsequent 4estruc-
t10n of all UDhatChed ne.t. within the hay fields, Ba7 produce a descent ta 
the hatchiDg cvye with a consequent drawn out and 810w17 retreating C'Un'e 
as rel1.st~ng ~8n8 produced broc;tds. Basket~ (1941) not~d a similar OCCVreDce 
1n Iowa following the first cutting of haT. He states, 
!h. net' effect of th.e factors reguiatin.g time of , onset of,neetta,; 1:'&7 
not haTe Yaried great17 from Tear to Tear. Consequently, ne.t - estab-
iishment proceeded in a straight forward. manner to a peak. be70nd which 
the eftects of o~er environmental factors appeared. Va,arles 1n the 
descent. of the nest-e.tablishment curve. maT be traceable to renesting 
foll~~ng ~e de.t~tlon of ~rller neats, b1 &DT age~t whatso~Ter. 
On the 'baai. ot the neatlnc studie. the immediate descent of the hatching 
curve proceediRg from the commencement of ha7 cutting appear~. to be a 
vagary reeu.ltlDg" from a. decline in the number of active nests. , 
!he relationship ot the ha~h~~g p,ak, to breeding ~d n •• ting .. behavior 
~s , a, t~ctor ~ff.ct1ng ob •• rv~d ~pu1ation tre~d8 JD8.y&ppear to be ~fan 
amo~ous .~ract~r. !he d..viGUS route ,i •. being utilized. ho~.,.er, ,to 
1~~1~te the niche appropria~e ~or the varl~us observed behaviori ••• pe~ 
liar to the breeding population. Probable morta11ty Qf hens and neats 
renltlng from mowing operations is in direct proport:lon to the number of 
unhatched ne.t. remaining in alfalfa f1elds d~ing the ll'fOwS.ng period; that 
the 10B8 11 not a minor proportion of the unhatched nesta and incubating 
hens will be illustrated later ill this paper. An in.,..stigator. attempting 
to determine fall,populat:lon density and reproductive succel., must form-
ulate at least a well cons:ldered estimate concerning the loss to the breedtag 
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popula tion. Xea ting COUll t8 made during t~e mowiDg leason to eletermue 
.atent of mortali \7 i. time c0118Ul1ing and, on a broad scale, requires more 
personnel than ,i8 ordinarily av,ailable. HoweTer, if the relation of the 
hatching peak: to the mo'Wing period can be established, an estimate of 
probable ~OS •• I may be derived. Kimball (1948), in a previou8l, quote4 
stat •• ent, forwarded tile opinion that roadside count. would be most 
efficient if correlated with the r~roductive cycle. Insofar as this 
thought .stends. the relationship is valid. !he correlation of roads1'. 
couts with the reproductive cycle a8 a cure all preventive measure against 
uncomparable population denaity counts 18 .not reasoDable in Utah where an 
additioDal variable resulting trom high nest and hen mortality often occurs. 
Ben .ortali t)' occur. as a net lOBS and thus will be reflected in a pop~a­
tion count: nest mortallt,r, howeTer, without 1088 of the incubating hent 
invalidate. an estimate of popul&tion densitT taken immediatelr follo.tng 
the D..sting season - June. July, and August - through consequent renesting 
of the disturbed hens. Errington and Hamerstram (1937) established the 
nesting 10s8 1n Iowa at from 59.0 percent to 76.9 percent. an alarming 
situation if .iewed 1'1llcriticall;r. BowYer, subsequent obsena~ions and 
calculations revealed a final success ot from 10 to 80 perceat. !his 
figure represeats a net succeS8 miDU8 a calculated 10 percent of the 
!he resilience of the hen M, • _ ~ _ 
~r:t~~r ~iScu8.sion .here. ~t1tatiT~ eff~ct8 Qf hay mowing up~n roadside 
co~ts COJ1clu~t.d during the SUJDIIer,.Gn~h8 will Tar7. ac.cord1ng to the r~ 
lationahip, ()f peak: hatclliD«. and mowing. It. the peak hatch.lng has palSttd 
prior. to moving the nest. d •• t~tion will naturally be le.s, tban if moving 
o~cu.r~ prior to peak hatching. In .the former event, the C)blerved popula-
t1011 trend will normal17 be in the ascendanC7 and the presence of the 
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Juvenile bir4s will be indicated in tbe tabulation. In the event of the 
latter .itaatlon the observed population trend will remain stable or con-
tinue at a slower rate of ascent until renestmg haa occurred. Roadside 
C01l1lts conducted. during thi' period will thus be influenced by the co-
incidence and con.lda~ble bias.., be introduced. The solution does not 
lie in delaring the roads!!e count until all possible chance of renesting 
haa passed. although this would logicallT e1imlnate. the ran.sting Tariable 
and has a position in the .equence as a pre-lnmting invento~. !he game 
teChnician requires 80me knowledge of the comparable population trend 
earlier in the year as a ga.ide to establishing length or hunting season 
and bag 11m1 tl. 
The relationship of the peak hatching period to the mowing period 
thereb,pre.enta a basis for estimation of probable renestlng and breeding 
p~lation mortality. Short of conducting the impractical nesting studies 
the onlY method for determininc this relationship l1es in the correlation 
of observable . breeding habits - peak harem cOlllpo8it1on and peak. crowing 
intensity -- vlth the hatching peak. Although the writer made no investiga.-
tion to determine the duration of the laying period and the, incubating 
period. available 11 tera tura 1 s replete wi th specific data. concerning the 
reprod.uctiTe period. Wight (Melte ... 19405), Leedy and Hicks (McAtee- 19~.5), 
:Baskett (1947). and Leopold (1936) are general1;r agreed that the time re-
quired for completion of a cl~tCh is from 12 to 15 days and the. period of 
incubation from 23 to 24 days. l!1' means of a nest1ng stu~ made in a~alfa 
fields it was established that the probable hatChing peak: occurred on, or 
a'bout. June 20th on the Sevier area. E7 retrogressive calculation from 
this date it becomes evident that the peak of harem composition and crowing 
in ~eJ1s1 t,. occurred during the ,ddpoil1 t of the peak la7ing period (figure 
4). !he following calendar of eyents ~rlze8 the occurrence of the 
variou.s phase. ot the reproductive C7cle &8 obserred on the Sevier count;y 
area. 
Observed: 
Peak harem compost tion: Mal" 15 - 21 (Mq 18) 
Peak crowing intensit7 t Ma7 15 - 21 (May 18) 
Peak ba tching: June 18 - 22 (June 20) 
Period between peak ha tcld.ng and (Peak harem compo Ii tloD)~ to 32 
(Peak crowing intensity) 4&71. 
Computed: 
IayiD& periodl 12 - IS dal'1 
IncubatiDg period: 2, - 24 cIa7. 
Iacubating period plu8 i la7ing period:' 2, to' 24 daTi plus 6 to 1. S 
4a:ya .. :. 29. ~o ,1.5 daTa ~ 
~~OJl the lJarem ~o~8i ~~on~4 c~w11;1g i~t~ns~ V :p~aks ~o tb~ _probable 
hat~iDg,PfJa.k :the~e ~~ ~ .t~ ,}.ap •• of ,appro~lUt:telY' ~O to. :32. ~~. hom 
th~ m~~po,~nt,of.the.cal~lated.la7i~ period to .t~e proba.b~e ~tchtng.peak 
a lapse of 29 to ,31 • .5 daya occun:ed •. , ~~.1;h~8 clo~e .~pp:roxinati~n 'p~oTe~ 
to be other than co1nci~eD.tal th~ in1"estlgator .mal', U8~ e1th~.r. Ptmlt. harem,. 
composition or peak crowinc tntene1t" a8 a criterion for es~bl18hing the 
correlation between ~7 mowing and hatching peak: thereby, establishing a. 
basis for the estimation of hen aDd neat morta11t,y.as factors influencing 
observed population trends and reproductiTe success. 
A recapitulation of the foregoing section reveals num~rou. factors 
possesBing obvious. correlation. !he writer is perfectly aware of the need 
for caution when att~ting to designate niches or establish degrees of 
. . , 
influence for Tariablea obsened aacl classified. during short t.erm research. 
. , 
!he significance of the relationahips noted between breeding habits and 
environmental influences 1s consequently not definitive; the correlations 
indicated can only be taken at face value pending further field replications 
,1 
on the same 0 r4er. 
Predation 
~titat1Te studie. of the prevalence of predation on the stu¢y 
a.rea were beyond the scope of this studr. General observation made 
throughout the period of field 1ft)rk, however, revealed no evidence of 
significant predation on the pheasant during &n7 phase of its life cY'c18. 
Inteniews with farmers and sportsmen in the 10cal1 t1' tended to strengthen 
this viewpoint. 
None of the 61 neats located in alfalfa fields had been de.troT.d 
bJ' predatora preTioua to the mowing of hal". Magpies and raTeD.S were ob-
served in the role of seaTangere consuming the eggs revealed b3" 1IOw1n« 
operations but thil could hardq be claasified as predation. In near17 
all cases the ne.ts and eggs had been broken up and further incnbation 
'by the he~s highly improbable. 
!!h~ ~oDe ~.tanc. of .,detrimeD.'ULl pre~tiC?n obse~T~d occurred during 
Augu.I~, when ~ Cooper' ~ ._ha~ (Ascl;l ter cooper1) r8Jllll,ined in a specific 
~ea f~r a_period. of two we~ks. A g~up of ~~ tan.t r~ar.d Juvenll~s had 
~eea. released in the area and the hawk: was a~'ribu~ed with killing 14 of 
the ,..o~ p~eaa~t. du~1ng its perlodof resideD.ce. Although numerous 
Cooper's hawk' W8r~ obeerved on the stu.d7 area d~ill8 August ~d Sept-
ember no Q1;her ()'b.~nable loa. due to this predator. vas noted. .An_ 
aecippitr1ne hawk •• o~8e1'Ted unsucces8fully pursuing an adult female 
pheasut on December 24. 
It is logical ~o expect a steady drain ~n the, pheaBut population 
throughout the year. !bat a portion ot the stock was rem~ved by 8uch 
mean8 18 genera~ recognis.a but the evaluation of the actual 108se8 1a 
difficult. With the exception of occasional ep1demlc8 of m1grato17 
,2 
predators the 10.8 dne to predation is probabl1 quite CODstant from year 
to 7ear and can be assamed to be a relative factor in population trends. 
Intelligent field observation will generally indicate the presence of 
high pre~tor pressure. An eDmp1e of highly detrimental, although 
temporary. influx of predators causing significant 1()~8e8 occurt!'e~ o~ 
the .~ ar8~ during the winter.of 1941~~942. I~41 .... iduals intel'!iewed 
~n~1cat~4_1;hat .. f10cks ~f duck: hawks (]'aleo peregrinus) had. maintained. 
'hem~~lTes on winter concentratio~s of ph~s~~s.for a p~r~od.o:f' several 
weeks. !he ~ftect of an influx of such voracious pre4a~ors on a pheasant 
population a •• ~ble4 in ~he wintering flocks may wel~ be lmag1~ed. 
Investigators conducting predation studies in other states att~ 
?<arlable significance to the impact of predation on general pop~t10n 
_lJ1teD&D.ce. Le.ciT and Hicks (McA.ttee- 1945) maintains tha~ ~tural pred-
ation _. not a serious factor 1n mainta1ning pheasant populations in Ohio. 
. , 
except when such population. were low. when new areas were being brought 
under ~e .. eat, or when ph_l&J1ta were concentrated on refups or winter-
ing grounds. Pearce (Mc1ttee- 1945) regrets .tbe past emphasis on predator 
cont~1 in lew IDgland at ~e expense of concentration on habitat improve-
ment work and states, 
I. recent ,.ears predation in relation to its effect on game popula-
tiona hat been videl" studied. If' thea. studies prove ~ one point. 
it 1s that pred&tion alone, even when severe, is rarel1 the basiC 
caus. of fallure of a prey species to maintain its numbers. 
McXean (1942) tollowing a general life hi8t0!7 ~tuc;l.1' of th~ rlng-
necke~ pheaaaat on a .~ area in northern Utah indica/ted that, as a 
group, predator. were ordlnarll)r too few to be of importance. 
Based OD. available information, ~e predator drain on the population 
ma,. be considered a comparable factor from year to year unles8 ~ectacu1ar 
pheno.eu at.ilar to the large migration of duck hawks noted in 1941-1942 
reoccurs. 
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Acrltpltural pI!ftice. 
!he deleterioue effect of mowing operations on the pheaaant popu1atioll 
has beeD. prertous17 int1mated in. thi. paper. The degree of significance 
o! 108888 of nests and hens a8 representing a minor or major portion 
of tine total population vas not quant1tatiTe~ determined during the 
course of this 8t~. !he critic mIJ:y well infer, although high mor-
tali t1' in alfalfa fields was evident, tha t a high degree of DOwn mortali V 
in onl,- one of six ma~or cover crops present on an area would not nec.s-
aari1y represent more than a minor proportien of the total reproductive 
efforts of the breeding population. !he inference is a valid one if. the 
latter instance were true. It hal been d.etermined by previous investigators 
in thie and other atatea, however, that hay field nesting ordinari17 r~re­
sents a maJor portion ot the peak reproductive effort of the pheasant 
braeling population in areas maintaining crop diversification comparable 
to Utah. 
McJ:ean (1942) t following a cOlllprehens1ve nesting stud,Jr on an area 
in nor~ern Utah. deterained that 69.0 percent of all pheasants nesting 
on a stud1 area near Corinne utilized alfalfa fields as nesting 8ites. 
Investigators in other states indicated. relatively high utilizatioD of 
ka1' iields as nesting cover: ,4.67 percent to 64.78 percent by Baskett 
(1941) in 10_; 60 percent 'b7 Wight (McAtee- 1945) in Michigan; more 
thu. SO percent bJ' :millarsen (Xeltee- 1945) in Oregon; more than SO percent 
by Pearce (McAtee- 1945) in Massachusetts; about 75 percent by Lee~ 
(19'7) in Ohio. 
Hal" fields not only ordinarily contain the majority of nests but the 
mortality to nest. and hens reach high proportions. !be cutting of hay 
fields 18 generally considered to prodnce the highest incidence of adult 
mortality of &D1 single ltBitlng factor operat!ve during the breeding 
8ea80n. The 101. of hens at thi. time has been likened, in 8ome.states, 
to the kill ot cocks during the hunting season. In Pennsylvania. Jandall 
(1940) stated that of the 51 percent of the nests located in hal" fields, 
mowing destroyed ,9.7 percent of the nests and killed or maimed from 8 to 
15 percent of the hells. Wight (McA.tee- 1945) bellevea that more pheasant 
ae.t. are destroyed b.r mowing than by ~ o~er cause or group of causes. 
In Ohio, Leeq and Hicks (McAtee- 1945) obsen'ed 56 percent of all hens 
nesting in hay fleldl; ,2 percent of these were killed or crippled. Be-
garding the po.sibility of crippled hens snrYivlng thel" state: 
It 1s ev14eat tn.t most of the crippled pheasant. are .v8ntual~ 
caught by predators. or die as a result of their injuries, aa on17 
3 of 1610 henl 'rapped in Wooel Count}" (Ohio) refuges dunDg the . 
winter of 19,6 and 19:37 showed inJuries possibll" 1nflicted b7 Blowing 
machines. 
Considering ~. breeding population of pheasaats in Pennsylvania and 
lTew Jersey,. ~eDl1ett (M~t.e-. 1945) .• tate.: 
!he.e birds· suffered great 10a8 •• in the' rei>roductlTe effort a8 -only 
45.2 percent·. of the het?8 finall)" had. brOo4~. B.y -far the '·greate.·'· 
factor at thi. season va_ ne.t· de.truotion, and 1 t was mostly (56.6 
percent) caiued. l?7, ,acts of man, ehie~l,. mowing. (1) 
In areal of phea~t range containing numerous alfalfa fields utilised 
as nesting sites tnepotential destruction from mowin~ operations to hens 
and ne8t~ 18 so great that. to paraphrase a s~tement. "as hay field nest-
ing .uce ••• goes. so goes r~rodnctive succes •• " ~yfield neating succeS8 
is not the lone decl_ting factor limiting reproducti",. SUCC8~S. but :1. t 
definitely causes a high mortality of nest. and incubating aen8. The lOBS 
1 !.~.tt eTldent~ recognizes the vali~t7.of estimating reproduCtive 
success based on spring breeding densities as opposed to a measure of re-
productive .nce •• s (hen ,·broods) basad on surviT1ng females a8 a guide 
to fall population levels. 
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is var1abl., ~r,ol\ .,ttlSr to Tear sad has numerous_ ramifications that are 
- _. .~;-", 
causative factors resulting in aberrant fluctuations in observed popula-
tion trends. 
fo determine the degree of mortality to nests and hens and to gain 
lome knowledge concerning the progress of the hatching period a surrey 
wal made on ,0 fields of cut alfalfa selected arbitrarily on the SeTier 
ltuQ' area (table 5). !he survq _8 made of each field immediately _ 
t.Uonng the raking of the hay. It 1s believed that a total count of 
nests pre.ent resulted. The width of the strip scanned during each trip 
across a tield varied d.epending upon the denai V of ground cover; the 
average strip _"eyed being approximate1,. 20 t •• t in width. The fore-
going Btu~ was cOllducted onlr ~ter the first cutting o~ alfalfa hal". 
!be first harTeat of alfalfa hay was interrupted, following the 
cutting of approximately 40 percent of the haT crop, by five da7s of 
intermittent showers commencing on June 18th and. extending unt11 June 
22Dd. -Dle f1Te daTs c.ssation in ha7 cutting obviousl)" resulted in 
the saYing of -D1' nests and hellS. !h1rty-tbree nests yere located on 
the 13 f1elds cut preceding JUDe 18th. Of this number, 3 (9 percent) 
had hatched and 29 (88 percent) had. been destro,ed_by mowing operations. 
One nest had been inundated as a result of irrigation and deserted 
previous to haY' Jlow1~. 
SeTenteea fields. cut following the termination of inclement weather 
on June 22. Tielded 28 nests. Bineteen nests (68 percent) had hatched 
and 8 (29 per.c~t) had b~en clestroyed b7_ mowing operat~on8 •. 
!he d,gr.~ of hateh1~ success increased from ~ pe~en~"duri~_the 
first _p~riod to 68 perceat d.'t:truk:·:-.: _ ... ~d pe~lod, .indicating an in-
, - - j .. ' 
orea~e "of 59 :P~Jr •• II.' 1. t:b ........ 'of hate1d~ sueeess be ... the two 
periods. 
Table 5. Summar.r of nesting s~ conducted in alfalfa fields following 
the first cutting of hay on the Serier area, 1947 
Date of ltesta N •• ts ds- Total Rena !Jpe of 
at~lDi ha~e.4 atazed MiIC. De!~1 killed !!!!r Agre. 
JUDe 6 5 .5 :3 Power 11.9 
8 1 1 Hor~e 2~B 
8 1 :1. Borse 4~5 
8 0 Horae 3.6 
11 3 :3 1 Horse 5.1 
13 1 2 :3 2 Power 7!1 
1:3 2 2 1 Pover 5.9 
14 1 1 Hora. 7!4 
16 ... 4 1 Pover 8.9 
16 0 Hor •• 4.8 
17 2 2 Horae 6.0 
11 6 1 7 4 Power 10.0 
17 2 2 4 Hora. 11.8 
Stlb-to tal. :3 (9~) 29 (8~) 1 (~) 3' 12 (41~) 83.1 
1fO~ of alfa1£a cut - 5 c1qs of iDcl .. ent weather - no _wing 
Jue 2, 2 2 Power 9.' 
24 0 Horae ,.4 
24 , 1 4 HoI's. 5.8 
24 1 1 Bora. 2.6 
2Jf. 0 Power 10.2 
24 1 1 Hora. 4.6 
25 2 2 Borse 2.S 
25 1 :3 1 Borae . 6.0 
25 1 :3 1 Horle 11.0 
25 :3 4 1 Power 14.8 
25 , :3 Bor •• 19.4 
26 1 1 2 Bora. 9.4 
26 1 1 Borae 3.1 
26 0 Hor •• 2.2 
21 1 1 1 Power 8.1 
'Z1 1 1 Power 8.4 
'Z1 1 1 2 Power 6.5 
Sab-to tal 19 (6~) 8 (29~) 1 (~) 28 , (,n) 121., 
IJ.'OBL 22 ,., 2 61 1.5 210.4 
Hen IlUti1ation aad mortaliv, based upon \he D._ber of neats being 
incubated at the tiDle of mowing, vas 41 percent of all incubating hens 
turing the firet perio4 and 37 perceDt during the second period. Hen 
mortal! t,. baaed upea \he total number of neats present - hatched or bell'lg 
incubated -- -'8 calaulated to be 36., percent for the first period and 
10.6 percent for the second perio': a differential of 25.1 percent 
between ~e degree of hen aorta11t7 during the f1rst and second periods. 
!'he weighted & ... er&£8 d.eriTe4 for hen mortality during the two periods 
reTealed ~e 10.8 resulting from mowing as 21.6 percent of all hens ne8~ 
1Dg 1n alfalfa flelda on the Sarter area. 
Considerable differential 1. DOted in ~e degree of hen mortality 
.,..-tag tro. \be use of power driven mowers aa ~s.4 to horae drawn 
mowers. light,y-seT.D. percent of all hens killed were noted in fields 
cat with the power clri ... e:n mower; representing 42 percent of the area 
CheCke.. Bo 41fferential in aesting 10 •• 1. expected coDsidering that 
all ne.ta llOt i.aUatelT d'ltl"oyed b7 the mower are soon consumed b7 
.eaTenearing birds. 
I t has been rea8o:aably ~11 eatablished \he. t moving operations caa 
cause a high degree of neat and hen mortall't7'. !he effect of the lIlOrta1ity 
on population c~nm.tl haa 'been intimated e1aewhere in this paper 'but in-
clu8ion of additional quantitat1 •• data pertaining to ne.ting 10 ••• , 
pre.uppo ••• ai41tional discu.sion of the direct ani indirect effect. of 
mowing upon .sti_tel of population. 
It became Ohi.U8. f'ollo"lDg the n.ating atuc17 on the Sevier are., 
that a a1p1ficant oorrel&tion erl.ted in the r.la:tlonship of mowing and 
hatchiag to lle.t and hen morta11t7. :By dela71ng mOring five or more da78 
the decree of hatobiDg sacc ••• increaaed S9 percent and hen aorta11t7 had 
decreased 25.7 percent. !he actual result of the delaTed. mowing .. y be.t 
be shown 'bJ' two Illustrations; oae ba •• d upon hatching success during 
the first period. (1) ud the ether baaed upon the hatchlDg succ.ss 
during the second period. (2) All fractional figure. haTe beeD. rounded 
to the near.lt w:hole nuaber. 
]'irst period: aSS'I1Dle 100 heal aeating 1ll alfalfa 
w •• t. hatCh.d ••••••••••••••••••• 9 
•• at. destroy.d ••••••••••••••••• B8 
B'sta d •• ert.d •••••••••••••••••• 3 
Kens de.troy.4. ••••••••••••••••• '6 
total hens r_iJlIDg without 01\1'ch8. or broods (potential ren.sters) 
100 - (36 ~ 9) ••••••••••••••• 55 
fotal hens with brae4 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 9 
'ota1 ", ... eall •• (9) x (6.5 • average brood sise at 1-3 week. of 
age) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• sa 
!otal hen aac1 .,. ... eDile population per 100 'breecl1ng hena remai:a.1Dg 
following ha7 aut'~ ••••••• l22 
Increa •• _Tar the original breeding population following altalta 
euttlng ••••••••••••••••••• 16.6~ 
(l)!o facilitate comparisons the data obtained from haT field nesting 
.adles conducted. d.ur1ng the period. prior to the hatchtDg peak will be 
designate' under the classification of first period. Series of cal-
cu.latlol18 Ullder this head.1Jlg vill b. baaed. on information obtained 
during the earlY phase of ~. hatching period .hen high D.st~ lo ••• s 
and hlgh h.n mortalit,r resalt., from mowing operation •• 
(2)Dat& obtained from ha7 fle14 Delting .tudies conducted following the 
hatChlag peak vill be designated UDder ~e classification of "eond 
perlo", Serie. of calculations under this heading will be baaed on 
information obtained followtag ~e peak of hatChing when relatiTe17 
low neating loss •• and low hen ~rtalit.v r.sulted trom mowing oper-
ations. 
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a8eoad period: a8SU1le 100 hens nesting in alfalfa. 
Neats hatch.d •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 68 
I.at. i.stroTe ......................................... 29 
leats de •• rt.d......................................... , 
Hens a •• troy.d. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 
!etal he •• r .... 1JLing without clutche. or broocla (poteatial ren.eters) 
100 - (11 ~ 68) ••••••••••••• 21 
!otal hens wi"th iroodl •••••••••• -•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 68 
Total JuTeaile. (68) x (6.5) •• -.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
!otal hen aa4 ~veD11e population per 100 bre.ding hens remaining 
folloviDg hay cutt~ ••••••• 51' 
Increaae over tine original breeding population following alfalfa 
cutttng •••••••••••••••••• 310.5~ 
Weigh ted averages of the 4a ta. dari Ted. during the two periods were 
utilized to calculate the probable outcome at the conclusion of the first 
cutting ot alfalfa ot all hens nesting in alfalfa fields on the Sevier 
atwtT ar_. !'he computations are based on a unit of 100 hene. 
B.e'. hatehea ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 44 
••• ts d •• troy.d. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 53 
Kesta deserted ••••••••••• ~-••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • •• , 
Heaa d •• trGy.d •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 21 
total hens rema1n1llg vi tbout clutches or broods (potential rene.tars) 
100 - (21 + 44) ••••••••••••• '5 
fotal heDS wi~ brooda •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 44 
!Iota! .fuveniles (~ x 6.5) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••• ····.·.~ 
total hen and ~.enl1. p~tion per 100 breeding hens remaining 
following ~ cutt~ •••••• 365 
Increae. oYer the original breeding population following alfalfa 
cutting ••••••••••••••••• 199.~ 
!'he impact ot mowing upon pheasant populations 1s not a cOJlparable one 
fro. 7ear to year; thus it i8 nec ••• a17 to recogni.. degr... of -influence 
dependeD.' ul»0n the rela tlonahlp between the -.owing period ad peale hatching. 
!he significance of the relatio'Dahlp 18. evident in the result. coaputed 
from factQal data in the for.go~-hlPo~et1cal illustrations. 
The nesting .~ conducted during the ~ catting perlod conta1ns 
~e Characteristics of two tnd~8ndent studies made in dlfferent years. 
!he allusion will be dey.loped to illuatrate ~e poI.ible influence the 
opposed relationships haTe cluriDg the respective,7earl on observed popul ... 
tion trend. 
Aaaualng the first period to be a rear in which the first cutting of 
altalfa ha7 preceded peak hatching, one notices a high degree of ne.t de-
struction (88 perceat) &ad a low degree of hatChing success (9 percent). 
YolloriDg through the calculations oae notes a hen IIOrtallty of )6 percent, 
representing an immediate and lrr.trieT<&ble 108s of over one ~rd of the 
bra.ting hen population. J'1fty-fiTe percent of the original. group remail18 
as potential renesting heAs. Aa.waing a unit of 100 hens to be the original 
nesting grOup, ,.. DOY have, f'ollo"tDg the hay cutting aealon, 64 hens re-
ma1niug pl •• 5a JUT.l11les for a" total population of hens and Juvenile8 of 
122 birds. !he ramifications now. become eTident aa4 the pitfalls leading 
tG ai.interpretations of data clellnea:te4. 
Boadeil. counts are conducted in s"everal. atat •• during the latter 
part of July. A speCific paried is designated and each ,.ear two or lIl0re 
couts are _4e oyer the same route on consecutive dAys. - !he data derived 
d.uri:ag the COUll'S are ana17 •• d and from· this anaqsia. comparable population 
deneit" and reproductive succ.as are computed. !o continue the bJpoth.tlcal 
instance related in the forego1Dg paragraph a series of roadside couts will 
be made in the area concerned at the usual time in Ju17 wi thou t regard te 
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the comparable progress of the reproductlTe cTcle in relation to the hay 
cutting. !he IDOst striking fact is the high ratio of hens to broods and 
~e first in8tance of b1as ia thereby introduced. We have determined through 
the nesting atu.q' that nine percent of the original breeding unit were 8uccess-
ful in their hatching attempts. !he o,eener conducting the roadside count, 
~ppo.edly obtaining a trae proportionate sample of the p~ation, will 
obtain a 14 percent IUCca.s figure (9 broods + 64 remaining hens). '!he 
population composition haa Shifted; the hen population has lost ,6 percent 
of 1 t8 llUDlbers as a result of aortal1 t1' to incubating hens during 'the mowing 
aeason. '0 further 'bial the success f1gu.re upward is an abnormal lack: ot 
actlYit,r b7 ren.sting, incubating hens. AI the active, ob8e~ble hen p~ 
ulat10n deerea ••• the ~CC.18 ratio i. bound to increase. A compenlato~ 
factor intrlldel at this point; the young brood.s are difficult to obserY_ 
and ~ b. 8ali17 oyerlooked during the roadside counts. One hundred 
sixty-nine 'broo4s were observed. OD the Sevier area; 86 percent were oyer 
4 ".ekl of age at the the of observance. 
!he reproductive potential of the group of hens deprived of Deat. 
during the hay cuttiDg, representing 55 percent of the original bre.ding 
unit, bas 110t been compensated fer in the Jul7 couts. An adult-juvenile 
ratio obtained during the hW1ter bag checks will not produce a ratio COll-
mensurate with data obtained in July as a result of juveniles being addea 
to the population 'b7 r8D.8stlng hellS. lIrrington and Ramerstrom (1977) foud 
fro. 70 '0 eo percent of the female. renesting until the.r brought off a 
succe.sful brood.. With SS percent of' the original breeding unit available 
as potential renestara following the July inventory the resulting increment 
caD invalidate the earq !nV.DoWry aa a baro •• ter indicating hunting leaBon 
population levell. 
Whenever there Gccurs a large percentage of potential reneat1l1g hens 
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in the popalatlon following the hq cutting, the hatching cun8 and hen; brood 
ratio Should indicate the presence of ren.sting hens and reflect the success 
or failure of the renesting efforts. !he weighted aTerages computed for the 
Sevier area tor hens neating in alfalfa fields indicated that '5 percent 
of ~e hens were potential rene.tara following ~e first eutting of haT_ !he 
general leTeling out of the hatchlDg curve for the period. cluriDg the last two 
weeks of .August probably results from renesting effort. (figure 4). !he 
hen: brood ratio revealed. a gradual increase in the n'Wllber of hens ac-
companied ~ broods as the season progres8ed. !he expected abrupt rise in 
the ll_ben of broods following the firet CN.tting of alfalfa hq failed to 
.. teriall... In part. this -7 be influenced by the fact tbat the 1'o'Ullg 
broods are difficult to observe during their first ~ree.week8 of life; &. 
indicated ill !able 6, B6 percent of the breods obserTed were tour, or more, 
weeks of age before thaT were 0 bae"ed. 
!able 6. Relationship of meaD. brood 811e to age class of Juveniles oblen'ed 
011 the Serier area, 1947. 
Age of brpod 
1 - , weeke 
4 - 5 weeks 
6 - 7 week. 
e weeka or more 
No. ot braods counted Mean number in brood 
6.55 
5.44 
5.60 
6.5 
!he hen:brood r.atio summarized,in T,able 7 indicates a gradual addition 
of 3Uvenilel to the p~ulatlon. !he reproductive success as e,pitoaised by 
the ratio for anr bl-vsekl1 period beeome. a function of several factors; 
renesting, ability' to ODS8rY8 'birds a8 ther become larger, and chaDgea in 
Juvenile habits. !he fallacy of utl11ztng a hen1brood ~tio shortlY after 
the hatching peak as a tru.e indicator of end reproductive success is aelf-
evident. 
!aDle 1. Percentage of observed hens accompanied b7 broods on the SeTier 
area, 1947. 
Date 
JulT 8-14 
J\\17 1.5-21 
JulT 22-31 
A:ague t ]"'7 
August 8-15 
lIen. 
59 
41 
38 
.5:3 
31 
!roocll 
, 
" lS Zl 
24 
Percentage 
5.1 
14.9 
:39.5 
50.9., 
64.9 
!he use ot the adultlJuTeDile ratio oitata.! trem cheCks on the bunters 
bag lacks aa'theatlcal varraD.t as a •• ans of d.etemln1ng comparable repro-
ductive succe.s and fall population le~el8 UDder e%1atiDg Utah conditions. 
In the ..... nt that the bag is not limited. to &n1' particular 8ex. and 1aslgn1f-
leant hunter aelectl'9'1t,. tor &JtT one sex is indicated. the adult I Juvenile 
ratio then becom •• a ~i4 measure of the population age composition. '0 
ill\1.ltrate the bias introduced into the age ratio detel'Dlinatlon bJ' check. 
on bags cona18t~ of males oalT the following examples are presented. !he 
two phases of differential nest mortalit,y introduced b,r hay field 10s88s and 
the weighted. average. between the two phases are calculated separate17 to 
lndieate the possible effect differential nest , •• truction and hen mor\allt,y 
caused by farming practices has OD. fall adult:.1u.Yen11e ratio. !wG factors 
are hereby repre.ented; the effect of hen mortality on tall populations and 
the e:ttect of the cock lawen age ratio determination through bag checke. 
!he 811~c.as ratio of 40 percent attributed. to renesting hens 1s ba •• d upon 
a stadT conducted by :Basleett (1947) in Iowa. 
Firat period: 
Low n8' tlag success and high hen mortali ty. 
Spring breeding population sex ratio: 1 male to ,females; alsum. 33 
male., 100 female •• 
Brooas hatched prior to hay cutting................... 9 
Broods resulting from probable renest1ng (55 x 40 per-
cent) •••••••• 22 
~~. ----
!Otal broods ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 31 
fotal ~Tenl1el (,1 % 6.5) ••••••••••••••••••••••• 192 
Male birds available to hunters: 
Adult •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
Juveni1 •• (192/2) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 96 
Probable age ratio in huatera' bag ••••.•••••••••• 
1:2.9 (74 percent Juvenilea) 
Calcula 1;ion of actual age ra t10 : 
Jall population of adult famale •••••••••••••••••• 64 
Fall population of adult 8&1 ••••••••••••••••••••• -3) 
!Otal adult ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 97 
total JuTenil •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 192 
Actual age ratio •••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
111.9 (66 percent Juvenile.) 
Second perlod.: 
Blgb ne8t~ .ncesss and low hen mortalit.y. 
Spring bre.ding populatien sex ratio: I male to :3 females; aasu.me 
33 male., 100 female •• 
Broods hatChed prior to haT cutt~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 86 
Brood. resultlDl; trom probable rene.tiJlg (21 % 40 percent ••• ~ 
Total broods •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 76.4 
fatal JUTenile. (16.4 x 6.5) •••••••••••••••••••••••• 497 
Male birds available to bunters: 
Adults •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
JUTenile. (497/2) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 248 
Probable e.ge ratio in hunters' bag 1:7.5 (8a percent 
JUTeDil •• ) 
Calculation of ac~l a.ge ratio: 
4.5 
Jall population of a4ult females •••••••••••••••••••••••• 89 
Jall population ot adult male8 •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ~ 
fotal adults •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 122 
!btal 3uveDil ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 497 
Actual age ratio ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1:4.1 (eo percent,juyeniles) 
Weighte4 average of nesting success and hen mortality in alfalfa fields. 
spr~ br •• ding population sex ratio: 1 mal. to , females; assume '3 
males, 100 females. 
~roods hatChed prior to hay cutting •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
:Broods resulting from probable, renesting, (3', % 40 perceat •••••• 14 
!Otal broods •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• sa 
total ~venlle8 (58 x 6.5) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 371 
Male birds aT&llable to hun tars: 
Adults •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• " 
JUTeniles ('77/2) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 188 
Probable age ratio in hunters' bag •••••••••••••••••• 
1:5.7 (85 percent Juvealles) 
Calculation' ot actual age ratio: ex1sting.prenous. to.huntiDg aeason 
Jall population of adult femalea •••••••••••••••••••••••• 19 
Jall population of-adult mal •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -JJ 
!eta! aiDlt •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ll2 
total. -,juwJl11 ............................ -••••••••••••••••• ~7 
,.ActaAl. ~e, ratio •••••••••••••••• -•••••••••••••••••••• 
1:3.4 (77-pereent ~.n11e8) 
!he ealculationl in the foregoing calendar of event. reveal that the 
age ratio determined by 'bag checks produced a ratio fa'f'orable to the 
javen11es and indicated a r~ro4uctlve 8nccess greater ~ actoallJ occurred. 
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To facilItate comparisons the data are presented 1n Table 8. 
!able 8. Comparison of age ratios al d.termined by hunter bag Checks-and 
calculated actual age ratios resulting from nesting periods of 
differential hen mortali~ 
: Calen'ated : Hunter bag Check 
Period IAge ratio- : Percent- Percent- : Age ratlo-
:AdultlJuv. : juveniles: juveniles adult: Juy. 
1:1.9 66 74 
1:4.1 80 88 1:7.5 
. !he helllbrood ratio has widespread use as an indicator of reproductive 
success. In Tears of comparable hen mortallt7 and in areas devoid of major 
distnrbance to nesting hens re.a1tlng from agrieul~l practices the rela-
tionship 1s a valid one providing an additional basis for estl_tlng probable 
fall population d.ns1t1es. In Utah the hen:brood-ratio MUst be uied with 
caution and foresight. The practice of determining age and brood ratios 
immedia te4" followiDg the normal peak hatching season in areas of variable 
nesting 10.8es can lead to confusion and-produce a lack 'of correlation be-
tween apparent ~er population composition and fall densities. !he period 
from the time of hatching until the Juveniles reach approximately' four weeks 
of age. previous17 noted as representing a lag in the time in which the JUTe-
niles ~ be obaerTed. can be dismissed if the purpose of the 8~ 1s to 
determine comparable r.atiosi une ability to observe birds of this age class 
will remain constant. !he relationship between mowing and peak hatching 
will not remain constant, however, and herein 11es a source of error leading 
to misinterpretation. On the Sevier &rea the exPected abrupt ascent in the 
population curve following the hatching peak d.id not occur but was obsened 
sa .0 more or less gradual rise aa Juveniles were added to the population. 
The gradual increase in the num.ber of juveniles was reflected by the increase 
in the percentage of the observed hens accompanied by broods (table 7). 
It is obvious that hen:brood ratio counts conducted in July would 
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include only a portion of the ~uTeniles actually present 1n the fall pre-
lmntlng iDventGr.r; thus leadiag to grosl underestiation of the ll'WDber of 
birds available for harY •• ting. !he error arising from. the 1Dabll1ty to 
differentiate ~etwe.a adult ani Juyenile females preclu4ed the inclusion 
of hen:brood ratios obtained following August 15th. 
!he hen:brood r.atio i8 na~ computed from the number of hens 
surri.TiDg at the tira. of the 8't1rTel's. As a means of illustrating the progress 
of the reproductive effort. the data are uaetal.; however, a8 a basis for the 
prognostication of the probable fall population clensit3" or establishing 
the c1egree of realization of the reproductive potential of the spring breed-
ing population the method lacks n.l1d1ty. 
As an expression for indicating relative or actual changes in the pop.. 
ulation composition a ratio of thl. t,r.pe pre~o8es that one of the two 
factors r..ain a constant. !he brood factor obviously i8 subJect to change 
and the hn. factor Tarie •• e a reeult of IlOrtall ty during the first cuttiq 
of~. !he principle value attributable to ~e hen:brood r,atio determiDation 
11e. in ita usage as an indicator of the neating 8U.CCe.8 of the surviving 
heaa; ~. ~t108 to be determined atter the termination of the neating sea-
Ion. 
BJ utilizing ~e previoual1 discussed periods ot differential nesting 
lG88 and hen aortalit)r as a source of data. the impact of mowing upon repro-
ductive success is emphaeized (table 9). 
B;y a8SU1ling that the studies actually represent a study of alfalfa 
fields in two consecut!Te years, the mowing occurring prior to the hatchlDg 
peak the fire' Tear aad the hatching peak occurring prior to IIlOwing \he 
second, the effect of nes t des truction and hen aortali ty upon 1;he post-
hatChing hen:brood ratio and final reproductive succes. becomes ev1dent. 
Du.rlDg the first year 14 percent of the hens remaining following 'the 
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!able 9. Variations occurring between observed and actual percentage of 
hens with broods at comparable Chronological periods in. conle~ 
tiTe Teare: calculations baa.d on nesting stu~ on Sevier area 
for two periods ot differential neat and hen mortallt,y. 
Period 
Low nesting 
RCC.IS ,high 
hen mortallv 
Hiih nesting 
IUCcassllow 
hen .ortaltv 
:Calculated percentage of : Probable observed percentage 
:hene wi th breods - bas.a on : of hene with broods - based 
: breeding elen.i V. : on auryl TiM henl. 
:Pre-mmtlag I Post hatcl!ling : Pre-hunting: Poat-hatchlng 
:mventory : peak lnvea- : lnventol'7 : peak iD'Ven-
z (October) I torr (Ju~T) : (October) : torr (JUlr) 
• • 
: • • 
: ,1 9 • 48 14 • 
• 
· • • 
• • • • 
: 76 68 86 75 
: 
first cutting of alfalfa would have been cbaened nth broods prior to re-
n •• ting: following renesting 48 percent of the remaining heDs would be ob-
•• rYed. with broods: an inereale of 242.9 percent attributable to the renesting 
efforts. !he tNe ratio based on the original nesting hens would have baen 
9 percent and 31 percent re~ectlve17 tor the period prior to and following 
renesting. 
For the second 'Tear 75 percent of the remaining hans would ha'Ve been 
observed with broods prior to ren.sting. Jollowing ~e renesting effort 
86 percent of the remaining hens 1fOUld be obsened with broods; an increase 
resulting from renesting of 14.7 percent. !'he error in the stated. repro-
ductive succels obtained. prior to renesting would haTe been 16.5 times 
greater in proportion to the original estimate in the first year than ~e 
error .Tlc1.nt for the .econd Tear. It 1s obvious that ratio counts oon-
ducta' prior to reneat1ng in Tears of low hen mortality and hIgh nesting 
succe.s -3" po •••• s eome value ae an indicator of total reproductive 8UCcese; 
however, the RCcesa ratio i8 onJ.7 comparable to those ratios obtained in 
years of a like correlation between nelting peak and mowing. 
It is lelf evident that the obaerved hen:brood ratios will be greater 
than the caleulated ratios; the latter are based on the number of breeding 
hens; the fomer on observable hens remaining in the population. It:: ia 
theretore reasonable to expect that more bias will be introduced in the 
final pre-hunt~ hen:brood ratio 1nventor,y deterained b7 oba.rYed count. 
in a year of high hen mortality than in a year of low hen mortality. !h. 
differential error introduced between the prehunttng observed and actual 
henabrood ratios for the two period. of comparativeq divers. hen lIortaliv 
was 41.6 perceat. ~or tibe period of high heD aortallt7 the error b.'ween 
the obaelT_a and actal ratio was ;4.8 perceat; for the period of low hen 
aortali ty the error wal 13.2 percea t. 
!b deterain. the significance of the hen mortality and neat destruction 
renlt1llg from aoring on the Sener area the weighted average. for the two 
period. of div.r •• loa ••• were obtained and the actual and ob.8rTed hen: 
brood. and age ratios calculated (tab1. 10). !b. following figures represent 
the prebab1e population competition sampled in a post-hatChing and pre-
huting 11\ve .. tol7 .1 oppo •• cl to the calculated succ.s. of the reproduetlv. 
effort. baaed on 'the original bre.ding deD.I 1 't7. 
!.able 10. CoapariaoDs betwee. he.:brood ratios anel adult:~u.enl1. ratios 
obtained. 'bJ' an observed sam;ple of the re.ilual population al 
0ppOI.' to calculateel r,atlo8 baleel on original breeding den8it,r; 
the weighted aTerages of nestiDg c1ata obtained on the SeTier . 
area. 1947. .t utili •• , a. a 'basl. for the qalculation •• 
Adult:jaT .. !le ratie. 
(percentage of Juveniles 
:Calculated ratio. bas.d:Obaerved ratios baaed on 
Ion original bre.ding :re.idual breedlag 
: population :pgpulation 
, lerlod of inyeatorr : Period of lDveatoll 
:Previous to:Pre-hunting:Previou8 to:Pre-huntiug 
;rene.tipg , :re.eating ; 
68.2 77.1 
1n popUlation a8 deterained . 
by lmIlter bag check). - 8S.0 
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la the l1aal anal1si. ~e he.abrood ratio re?eal. a greater degr •• ot 
.enaltlTlt,r to neet d •• truction ~ d088 the a4ul\eJu'Y8D11e ratio and 
consequently inJects a larcer error in the interpretation of ob.erved data. 
The comparable p.rc.n~ •• in the foregoing table a •• lgnating hen:brood 
ratlos are 58.0 percent and 13.4 percent; the former figure r~re8.ntlng 
the actual ad result 01 the reproductlTe efforts of the breeding popula-
tion and the latter figure repr88eatlDg ~e r.atio obtained by a sampling 
of the residual population. An .ati .. :te of the han.ltable bird. available. 
baaed. upoll the Oba8"84 succe •• ratl0, would in all probabill tr be in error 
to a degree equi.alent to the 41tference between the foregOing p.rc.n~.s; 
i •••• 27 percent too hlgb. 
!be hentbrood ratio ob.erTed previous to reaestlng (55.1 percent) was 
relati'Ye17 s1milar to the ratio calculated. as the final indicator of repro-
4uctiT. 8UCO ••• following a •• ting .eason (58.0 percent). Ob?ioU8~ thie 
correlation is more a matter of chance than good Jl8.Dageaent. 
In 8 ... e17 instanoe in which a comparison __ -.de between ratios obtained 
'b7' ob •• ned count. of the residual population and calculated count. baled on 
original breeding density the former condition produced ~e higher ratio. 
The ratio between the two methods was siginf'icau.t17 41fferent in each case 
(table 11). 
~ble 11. Chi-square test for significance between reproductive ~cceS8 
ratios obtained b7 obaerTlug residual population. Ternl cal-
culations ba.ed OD the original braed.iDg population. 
Inte:ractioD '- f.ype of ratio Ohi-square Telt of significance 
Calaalated ratio lexubrood. 4.6 
~ 2~!IE!e4 ratio 
Ca1_late4 ratio Ad111t& Juvenil •• 1:3.0 Chi-square at S per-
~ 2b18 £!14 EI~~g cent level·= 3.B 
Calculated ratio Mu1 t : JuTeile. 10.9 Degrees of freedom = 1 
z hull ter bag 
check ratio 
5< 
'!he abo.,.. values of chi-.quare indicate that the age ratio and the 
heD:brood ratio ls'4epen4ent upon ~ ••• thod of their 4eriT&tion; a 8il-
nltlcant difference ia noted between ratios obtained b7 the two .ethod.s. 
!he baaia tor this d.ependeDCT obvioualy lie. in reoval of portiolla of the 
bree41Dg population 'b7 the cat&c17_ic mortalit,. factor introducecl by the 
mowil1g of hay_ 
With the exception of b.a7 IIOwine, quantitatiT •• tudie. w.re not con-
dueted to deteraine direct mortalitT to ne.ts anA hens resulting from 
agrlcultur.al pr.actic... Information derived by interviewiDg faraera would 
lead. one to believe that Au.rous hen. were disturbed during the reaping 
of _11 cereals. In this instance the hena would largely' eonalst of re-
ne.ting f ... 18.; the regular ••• 'era having completed incubation'prior to 
the cu.'tlng of the cereal crops. !he pro'babil1 t1' tha:t the hen. return to 
the ne.' to cOllplete incubation ia pre.ent, although not confirmed. !he 
high stubble remaining in the crain fie14s following combine harT.sting 
would aormally provide sufficient ne.tiug COYer if the di.turbance factor 
was not considered. 
Investigators in o~er state. haTe conducted quantItative nesting 
studies during which relative mortality of nests and. hens in specific 
typ.. of a •• ting COTer was deter.ained. In general, the proportion of 
grain field aorta11 tie. was extr •• e17 low: Leeq and. Ricks (McAtee- 1945) 
found. that every 100 canalt1 •• in the firet cutting of alfalfa wa& matched 
by 14 in vhea t and. 10 in oats; Bamer_ 'rom (19)6) at tri bu ted 2.6 percen' 
of all n.sting 10 •••• obeerYed in Iowa during 'the years of 1933, 19:34. and 
1935 to grain lIan'e.tlng; BaD.4a11 (1940) dete:nalned that han-eating grain 
resulted in the a.etruction of 2.9 percent of all neata on a st~ area 
in PeJm87lTaDia a. compared to a 49.8 percent 10 •• resulting from mowing. 
Although the nesting denalties are ordinarilY low in grain fields the 
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p.rc •• ~e. of success of ne.t, are high (BaSkett- 19~7). 
Destruction of ••• t •• a a re8Ult of crain harve.ting operations 
e"l1dent17 play but a minor part in the curtailment of the final repro4uctl .... 
811cee.8 of the pheaeant. 
L.as ~ectacular.ln superficial appearance (ban mortality caused br 
mowing, but fal'-reaching in effect, 1D.teDsive grazing of liTe.tock on area. 
inhabited b7 the pheasant caulea thedestructlon of a large proportion of 
the food and cover r.~ired to maintain the pheasants during ~e winter 
]lenthe. 
In the Sevier area ah.~ and cattle were turne~ into the fie14s in 
the fall to fe.4 on the beet topa and aDl' additional growth the alfalfa 
-7 haTe _d. follo1tiDg the tinal cu. t ting of hay. !he stock usually con-
aist.d of f •• der laabs or cattle placed in the fields in numbers prejudicial 
to the exiatlDg ",egetation. !he cattle and sheep grased off or trampled 
out nearly e .... ry ..... tig. of ... egetatlon along the ditch b&Dks and tenc.rows 
produciDg a degree of o".n •• that gave the area the appearance of being, 
apea1d.ag •• taphorlca11T. a8 clean as a billiard table. !he rellOTal of 
COTer to 8\1.ch a degree probably force. the egress of the birds from the 
area; COTer functions are no longer ayailable and remaining birds are ex-
posed to predators and wiater storms to an .xtrem. degre •• 
JIm the standpot. t of winter tood 8llppq an equally hazardous coa-
d.1tion is created bY' the o.,.er-grasinc and trampllDg by cattle and sheep. 
The winter food trUpp13 aTailable to and utilized 'b7 the pheasants in Utah 
ordinar117 cOllsi.t. ot large a.outs of weed .e.d.. (McICean- 1942: Cottam-
1929). With the removal of herbacious growth by livestock the pheasant, 
to Mintain existence, lIUst Move about over ncb open area or depart from 
the area entirelY. ~ excess activit" during the winter months required 
to satisty the phTalological requirements are conducive to increased 
.rtall tJ' from all decimatizag factors. !he end reaul t of oTergrasing of 
fields. fence rows , aDd ditch banks thus becomes a function of disturbance 
to the compositIon and lnter~er.lon of the pheasant habitat. factors 
which haTe been d.'lignate4 b,. Leopold (.19,6) aa being the two prinCiple 
deterataant. of potential abundance on ~e r.aQge. 
J. driTe was made on December 24th en two adjoining unita of wiater 
habitat on the Sevier area. !he unit. wera located. in a river bottom 
.... - acl~aceJ1 t coyer normally utili sed by hlgh concan tra t:tons of bl.ru a. 
winter coyer for a period of approz1mately four ~.th.. The principal 
plant growth OIL the Ull1 tl consiated of denae growth of willow (Salix 1:12.), 
b •• ian thiatll (Sal.ola R8Itlf.r). awee' clover (M.lllotus .D.), :Boeq 
Moatain be. plant (Cleome .D.), buffalo ber17 (Lnargrt!'--.a.). vild.. 
cm.rrant CRibe • .12-), gre.sewod. (Qhryao1cbamnu8 RaUI.oRa) t rose (Roaa .!2.). 
and an underltory consisting of a ft.riety of gralse. and herbaclou8 and 
... l-aquatlc plants t.f.pical of the region. On a protected unlt of 40 
acres, fro. which cattle and sheep had b •• n excluded. the drivers flushed 
346 pheasaate; a COl1centratien of 8.1 birds per acre. !he ad301ning river 
bottom unit ha4 maintain.4, supplemented by ~in feedine. approximate~ 
250 sheep for a period of slx weeks. On this unit of 30 acres the drivers 
fluShed 4 pheaeants; an aver,age of 0.1, birds per acre. !be differenc •• 
in pheasant concentration reflecta the dlfference 1n value the writer 
would pro\ablT haYe attributed to the two units a8 pheaaaa' habita' upon 
oDeerYing the differential effect. of grazing and non-gr.asing pr,actices. 
In October the height and dellli t,. of cover made walking through e1 ther of 
the un1 t8 equallT 4if'ficul t; in December the grased un1 t had acquired -lIT 
of ~e Characteristics of a well-used barn lot. 
The co_on practice prevailing 1n Utah of graling cattle and sheep in 
fields during the fall and winter months 111&1' have other affecta ,in add1tio11 
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to ~e direct di.~rbBDce of winter food and COTer; under the extre •• u.e 
oft:an occurring the growth of standing vegetation is eatire1,. eliminated.. 
An indirect effect of this practice i. wi dent in a lack of wild growth 
ay,allable to n •• ting bird. the follewing spring. !he influx of nesting 
hene into alfalfa fieldl a,. well be a matter of utilising the onl,. suit-
able ne.ting cover aTailable rather than aft .~ression of a predilection 
for neating in a .peciflc specie. of COTer. Leopold (1936) e~re.Be4 the 
opinioD that ne.ting cover of the preTioue year's crowth i. needed to en-
courage earll' nests a.u4 keep nests out of crops 'Where the,. are destroyed 
With ~e known high aortallty occurr~ in alfalfa fie14s. 
the channeling of nesting hens into a:D.7 other tT,pe of cover pro'Yld1ng 
gre. 'ar fr.edom from disturbance can 01'117 react to the ad'Y8.ll tage of the 
population. 
Se, ratio yariati,D 
A discus.ion of ~. general.echanicl involve' in the biotic potential 
of a population as influence' by variationl in aex r,atio is berond the scope 
of this paper. It 18 sufficient to atate that a polygamous specie. like 
\he pheaaant can tolerate, or even be be .. efi tted bTt an. excess of females 
if the exe ••• i. not too great. Leopold (19:36) and others haTe determinecl 
that in w11c1. pheasant populations productivitJ' 18 not detrim.ent&l17 affected 
bJ' a ratio of thr •• hens per cock or in areas where birds are plentiful a 
rati. of tive hens per cock is eate and will result ia maximua production. 
It 11 too well know.n that the sex r,atio 1s one of the principle positive 
agents ill increasing 'the pheasa:at population to warrant delving into the 
intricacies of the postulate. Ifhe writer wishe. to emphasise, however, 
that an investigator ~tiliziDg oDserved spring breeding denaiti.s a8 a 
ba.is for calculating probable tall population levele !lUst be cognizant 
I 
of the degree of TartatiOD induced 1n the breecl1ng potential of a pol)"gamoul 
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epecial 'bJ' on17 .illor variations in comparable sex ratios. 
In a ltatistical st'U.dT concerning the value of the roadside counts in 
Montana, :risher, .!! ~ (1947) _ .tates in part, 
If the cenlus.s are directq comparable and practicable for evaluatiDg 
trend.s in a pheasant population the proportion of the total population 
leen in each of the two years should be the same. and the ratio of the 
lexe8 should allO be cOllparable • 
.A.8au.raDCe that a proportionate part of the papulation is ob •• rved 1s in-
creased by conducting ~rlng couat. at comparable periods of the r~roductiTe 
","cle but the matter of sex ratio 18 one of a population function that ma7 
require 1D.terpolatioD. in the form of aclju8tments for differences in repro-
4uctlTe potential. 
!he general usage of age ratios determined bT ob •• nect count. and. 
hullter bag checks. aad. the bias introd:l1ced. there-in by Tariationl in lex 
ratios has been discus.ed in a preYioua section of ~is paper. 
The influence of sex ratios and variations in aex ratios Gn reproductive 
potentials sad the ind.icator of general reproductive aucca.1 al personified 
b7 age ratios repre.enta the long raDge Ti~olnt of population composition. 
!he field. investigator mal" note. however. that Tariation8 in lex ratio occur 
causing direct fluctwationa in the numbers of adults seen during roadside 
count. for interim periods (table 4). On the Sevier area a sharp rise in 
observed. population Bambere, accompanied by a relat1ve17 larce proportion 
of he.a. occurrea during the first and second ~tt1ngB of alfalfa ~ 
(figure 4). Superficiallr. it ma7 appear to be nothing more significant 
~ increased. Tisibl11t,r &s a direct result of removal of cover. Oblerva-
tion of an additional series of fortuitous circumstances during the aboTe 
mentioned. periods, howTer, indicated t hat the direct effect of hay- mowing 
lay not entlrel1' in increased Tislbl11ty but in part with the physical 
disturbance of incubating hens. A direct effect of increased visibility 
would theoretically be reflected by proportional obserYed increases of bo~ 
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sexes. Incubating hens would be expected to maintain irregular feed.ing 
hours; hence they would not be observed in their actual numbers during 
the regular morning or evening hours when the roadside counts were being 
conducted. A reduction in sex ratio from the beginning of the nesting per-
iod (1 : 3.1) to the period prior to the first cutting of hay (1 : 1.1) 
confirms the bJpothesis_ During and immediately following the first cutting 
of hay the sex ratio increased to 1 ; 1.4 and 1 : 1.5 respectively_ This 
variation in sex ratio reflects the increased activity of disturbed hens 
minus approximately 21 percent of the hay field nesting hens that were 
destroyed b7 mowing machines. 
A shift in the population composition occurred during the period of 
the first cutting of hay', tending to indicate that the disturbed hens again 
attached tne •• elve. to the harem alsociation. The proportion of the popula-
tion observed in the harem groups increased trom 63.6 percent to 73.9 per-
cent (table 3) during this period. 
Additional Tariables introduced by hay cutting. pyramiding on the 
numerous ones alr~ present, leaves the writer at a loss to explain ~e 
true significance of the variations in sex ratio and observed numbers that 
occurs during, and immediately' following. the mowing operations. Changes 
in sex r.atio, observed numbers, and p~ulatlon composition were obserTe! 
1n thil study during such operations but the paucity' of replications ot a 
qaant1tative nature precludes analYsis beTond mere presentation of the 
interactaata. J'rom the data alreaq obtained, however, an inveltigator 
maT be warned that d~rtnres of the above mentioned population character-
ist1c8 from the normal trend mar be expected during ~ cutting. 
Significant correlation va. noted between the Tarlat10D in number. 
ObBerTed per mile during the roadside count. and the variation in sex 
r.at10 tor the period from April 15th to September 1st. !he population 
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tread revealed a gradual recession during ~is period and the DUmber of 
hens per cock a180 decreased. Plotting the two variables bT, the least 
squares method produced a coefficient of correlation (~) of .81. (1) !he 
..r is highl7 significant ('9'&lue of .t at 1 percent level of significance = 
.1~t 4.f. = 9). 
Chronological period of !IrJ!Y 
Inv •• tlgator. are general17 agreed that morning roadside counts provide 
a larger sample of ~8 residual population wl~ 1e88 fluctuation between 
COl1secutiY8 counts ~ do the evening couats. !he reasons given for ~il 
are varied.: eli ... tic aberration. occur les8 often during the aornlng houral 
4 • .tal1 tend. to force the birde into areas of scant cover. thereb7 increas-
ing the vllibillV; the morning feed.ing perlod 1. aore compact and regular; 
interference froll agricultural practices is 18ss; and road traffic 1s at a 
BUmerical yariation between aoratng an4 .vening CQunt. 
'0 facilitate comparison between the coct. taken in the morning .and in 
the even1Jlg on the Sevier area the aTe race l1\1a'ber of bir4s obaerV'ed per 
COWlt .a computed. for bi-weekl1' periods. !he mean of the morning and e."en-
lng count. for· the same periods were SUbJected to ana17sis to 'eteraine if 
8llJ' 'Yal1d relationship existed between the JlUJIlber of birds observed during 
JBorlliDg COUllt, al oppo •• d to thOle observed during the evening couts (table 
12). Ii.hera! was utilise' to te.t the null bJpoth •• 8S. (2) 
(1) I. Y. Snedecor. Statistical Methods. page 1)8. 
(2) !he aull bJpotheses in this instance presupposes the validit)r of the 
88IIples; 1. e. t the change in the t1me of count has not affected the 
mean D1IJIlber of birds cbserTed. A significant value of ! for the dif-
ference between means would therefore indicate a valid difference in 
sampled populations. 
S8 
Table 12. Relationship between mm'bere of pheasanta obeened on morning 
and eT.D,ing roadside counts on the Sevier area; mean number of 
pheaacta observed. per couat computecl for bi-weekq periods. 
: Mean Jlumber of pheasan 1;. : :j value (1): lIull 
Period l gbgerveA ~er ,0DB~ : .i tat 5~ level: hypotheses 
• Moniy Eveni!! • • • • • 
April 15-30 1l7.I.ttS.9 109.2011:3.5 .5 2.201 maintained 
Mayl-14 11.5.714.1 71.)17.8 4.9 2.)65 reJected 
Me.,- 15-31 91.2±a.5 5'.7.%6.8 ,.4 2.160 rejected 
J'Wle 1-14 Y/.7!4.2 29.813.6 1.4- 2.,6,5 maintained 
June 15-30 S8.7.i1., J3.~6.3 3.9 2.441 rejected 
Jul7 1-14 37.012.8 12. 4±4. 4 4.7 2.365 reJeeted. 
Jul3 15-31 '3.~2.8 1.Si2.s 7.0 2.306 rejected 
August 1-14 64.6;1:.12.8 62.1.:t12.4 .8 2.447 maintained 
Augu.a t 1.5-31 82.)111.6 ... ----........... ~ ~--,... .... ,.... .......... -..... -
September 1-14 92.014.0 46.0t6.4 6.0 2.176 rejected 
September 15-:30 105.,,18.4 67. 9i.9. 5 1.B 2.201 maintained 
October 1-14 ----..-....-........ -- ..... -.-..-.. ........... - ---~--..... ----
October 15-,1 194.~18.4 149.9±lS.S 1.8 2.160 maintained 
November 1-14 170.7.t19.4 172.S±29.2 .Os 2.571 maintained 
The prebabi1i\7 that an investigator will obtain evening count. com-
parable to the aornlag counts 18 1:1. hard.lJ' a satisfactory ratio in 
scientific research. It would require numerous replications of .easonal 
studies to determine if there were certain period.s during the year in which 
morrdng or .~.l1iDg counts woulcl produce com:,parable numbers. !'he only par-
ticular advan~e the au~or would attribute to conducting eTening roadside 
COUllts in preference to morning count. in relation to the time factor would 
be during the period from April to July when conflict with crowing count. 
11&3' occur. 
Buserical yariation between consecutive counts 
One of t he principle reasons for cri tic1sm of the roadside censue 
arisee from the Tariationa in number. of pheasants obserYed on consecutive 
counts. Such Tartationa observed during a aeries of roadside count. con-
ducted in Nebraska caused McClure (1945) to conclude that the result. were 
(1) G. W. Snedecor, Slati.tical Metbods, page 65. 
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BOre coDf'ua1ng than enllght8Jl1Dg. fhe same author a180 states: 
Sa.ch treaendous ..anatioD,s alllll1'7 &llJ' att8llpt at accurate pre-
diction of the J1l1Ilbers present by use of this method over a short 
period. 
!he question arise8; i8 there &JJ7 period during the 7ear when the eombin-
ation of c1rCUll:lStaD.ce. 18 such that the theoretical Ta1141", of the roadaide 
census teChnique 18 reali.e'! 
To indicate the degree of 'Y8.riatlon of in.dlT1dual counts from the mean 
for the prenous11' des1gaa teel b~1-week17 periods 1me coefficien t8 of ftrl-
abilltJ' (V) were calculated for morning and evening counts (Table 13). 
!able 13. !rhe coefficient ot n.r1abl11ty (T) for morning ad evening road-
81de counts conducted on the Sevier area calculated for bl-week1y 
periods. 
• Mgmi • Qg!D~. I "eniy; QS2'W1 tl • 
Perlod • & Standard :0081f. of :Coeff. of :Mean :Standard • 
i !lean • deT~I~iQs: !I~iab'lit~tiab~li~z 1 AIYia tiSUl I 
April 1.5-30 • 117.4 19.7 16.8 : 34.9 109.2 ,7.8 • 
May 1-14 a liS. 7 7.2 6.2 • 27.5 71., 19.6 • 
MaT 15-31 • 91.2 23.9 26.2 : :3:3.1 S3.7 17.8 • 
Jue 1-14 : ,7.7 8.4 22 • .) • 26 • .5 29.8 7.9 • 
JUDe 15-30 • 58.7 2.6 4.4 • )1.8 :33.3 12.6 • • Juq 1-14 37.0 5.6 15.1 : 77.4 12.4 9.6 
Juq .1.5-,1 I ".5 7.9 23.6 • 46.6 7.5 ,.5 • 
Augu.I' 1-14 , 64.6 28.1 42.2 • ~.l 52.7 21.1 • 
Auga.st 15-,1 • 82., 19.8 24.1 • • • 
September 1-14 • 92.0 8.1 s.e 19.6 46.0 9.0 • 
Sept •• bar 15-30 
· 
105.3 44.2 41.9 • 36.5 67.9 24.8 • • 
October 1-14 I -- · • October 15-31 : 194.0 47.9 24.1 • 28.9 149.9 4,3.3 • 
November 1-14 • 110.7 ,8.9 22.8 • 23.7 172.5 40.9 • • 
1'0 corrections or 01li8810118 were made in the data to compensate tor minor 
climatic aberrations; the influence of climatic factors will be discussed 
in a later •• ction of this paper. fhe use of the' to measure variation 
presupposea the d.esignation of an arbitrar,- value of , be70nd which the 
inTe8tigator Judges a valid experiment would. not go. A T of 10 waa d .... 
ignated. b1' ]lisher, .Ii!!. (1947) to be wi thin reasonable variable limits 
in ~.w of the diTer •• factors operating toward inconsi8tency 1n censusing 
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pheasant. by the roadside count technique. lJ!b.e writer haa no arguaent with 
the selection of this value of Vi it will consequently be uBed aa a baai. 
for comparisoD.. 
!he foregoiDg table ind.lcBha there were three periods during 'Which 
~e mor.niag count. provided a .alid series of counts; the evening count. 
resulted in highly significant TiariatioDB from the me .. for all periods. 
COJ!LBistent17 more bird. were obserYed cluring the morning counts and the 
coefficients of variabl1itywere l •• s in nearlJ all inat&nces. Wi~ln the 
bounds of the ltuc1T the relative trustworthines. of the morning count. as 
opposed tB evelling counts 1s falrq conelu.S.ve. 
!he writer recogDis •• the daacer in slavish adherence to the statistical 
results obtained. in table 13. !he partition of a biological qele into 
chronological17 d.etermined. ClaS8 intervals 1s akin to a mixed .etaphor. For 
.trictly comparative purpose. the division is useful but class intervals -1' 
be manipulate' in the morning counts. or the evening counts, that would re-
.alt in 1 ••• y.ariationa durlng ~ selected two week period. The method for 
Judging relative degr ••• of ~r1ation i8 presented but the value derive' 
trom the appllca tion of the me thod. would be deterrained b1' the degree of bow-
ledge pos.e.s.d.by the inTe8tigator concerning the bio-ecology and life hie-
tOJ7 of the pheaaaat. 
Sex ratio ~rlation between .orning and evening counts 
Sex ratio variations -1' prove illalgniflcant during short period count •• 
HOwever. a tavorable se% ratio 1. a direct deter.minant of the r~roductiv. 
potentlal of the breediag population and. eventual17. a factor influencing 
population levels. It has been stated previously in this paper that a pop-
ulation count, ~o be oompared with counts made at previous tiDles or in 
previous years, must sample a comparab17 proportionate part of the popula.tion 
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and a proportionate part of the sexes. 
!he sex ratios obtained during morning counts were found to be con-
Bistentl1 favorable to hens to a degree not reflected by le% ratios obtained 
during evening roadside counts on the Sevier area (table 14). Sex ratios 
are calculated onlT for the period of normal nesting. 
Table 14. Comparison of sex ratios obtained during momi:ng and eTening 
roadside counts on the Sevier area. Sex ratios are calculated 
only for the period of normal nesting. 
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• Hornig S!OUll~1 • • Eveniy coy~! : :Ohi-square t I 
:Chi-square:at S~ leve Period :10'. of pheasants:Oock:hen: :Co.ck:hen:lfo. of ph .... 
I ob,srved : : : :sants observed: :d.f. = 1 
April 15-:30 587 1:3.13 • • 1:2.35 892 5.62 • • 
MaT 1-14 347 1:1.97 : : 1:1.46 428 .4,5 
May 15-30 730 1:1.88 : : 1:1.:38 '76 5.76 ,.841 
June 1-14 151 1:1.09 • • 1:1.01 149 .12 • • 
June 1.5-30 192 1:1.43 • • 1:1.57 108 .14 • • 
Juq 1-14 1.30 1:1.50 • • 1:O~·97 59 1.94 • • 
!he chi-square test for significant differences between morning and eveD-
ing rati08 for identical periods revealed highly Significant 'Variance occurring 
between two periods; the first associated wi~ the gener.al dispersion of the 
winter flocks and preceding ~. beginning of nesting and the second assoc-
iated with the lqing phase. The raw data indicates that there may be vari-
ances equal17 a. great occurring during the inaubating phase and following 
the cutting of hay but the extreme aensitivit,y of the chi-square method to 
the sample sile precluded 81g.Rificance. 
!he .ethod· often utilized 'to obtain breetUng population sex ratios -
noting sex classification of all bird, observed regardless of time of ~ --
potent1allr causee the introduction of bias into the determination of ~e 
p~tion composition. With the morning counts proTtding ~e largest sample 
of the population per count the sex ratio deriTed at this t1me would be the 
logical one to use, particularlY duriQg the pre-nesting phase ~en comparable 
aex ratios becom. a Tlt&l factor in determining the relative reproductive 
potential of \he breeding population. 
Croyi"« Q9W!t, 
The in tenslfied, spontaneous crowing of male phsasan ts dur1ng the 
breediag period i. a potential source of information leading to the formu-
lation of aa index for relative pheasant populations. !1'here is a dearth of 
published li tera ture concerning the crowing count methods of census. McClure 
(1944. 1945) utilized a method of induced crowing in B'ebraaka which he named 
"detoDation count_". Kimball (1948) of South Dakota hal probably completed 
the most intenlive investigations concerning the possibilities of ~e 
method of COUllting the spontaneous calls of cock pheaaanta .a a means of 
esta.blishi:ag a population index \baA &1l7 other individual or group of 
individuals. Investigators in Idaho, and o~er state., iDler in unpub-
lished literature tbat the crowing count census has been used by them; 
however. tnforaatioD concerning techniques and result. i_ totalI, lacking 
at the date of this writing. 
!he 'echait- deTeloped b7 ltimba11 (1947) was utilized on the Sevier 
8~ area. Counts of two minutes duration were made of ~ontaneoU8 calls 
heard at listening posts appro%imatel1 one mile apart. !he route followed 
wal i4ent1cal to the one utilised during the roadside counts. !be calls 
heard at the fourteen listening posts were summed and a mean count obtained 
for each series of counts (table 15). !he average nWllber of calls heard 
for each atation, presented graphically. assumed the form of a parabola with 
the peak. representing the greateet number of calla for a two minute period. 
occurring during the third week of MaT (figure S). 
!he clrcui t was run 'Zl t1mee raau1 ting in the tabulation of 10.310 
individual oa11s. It ~ be noted that considerable variation occurred 
between identical stations on consecut1ve couats. !he average DUmber of 
calla heard at eaCh station for cODsecutive counts varied in ~uCh a manner 
!able 15. Summa.ry 
d.u.riD8 t: 
S 
tio 1 , 4 
1 22441.10 
2 34 67 46 , 61 6:3 6:3 
4 39 .36 56 
5 9 39 17 
6 25 ,a 30 
7 22 14 36 
a 21 24 28 29 
9 11 6 16 24 
10 :3 14 10 21 
11 11 16 19 17 
12 15 25 26 19 
13 :34 14 35 
14 8 9 4 12 
XeS;- F ~ '& • • 
00- 0 CD \0 0'\ 
Number of calla heard at each station during two minute periods 
Ma7 June Ju17 
5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 l~ 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
37 22 64 64 51 86 24 52 42 36 41 48 52 25 28 6 27 8 11 4 12 6 , 
38 13 36 64 44 76 32 49 46 38 40 37 53 37 61 14 15 17 16 
" 
29 29 7 
51 39 44 63 52 79 68 58 63 'J7 48 56 61 31 49 3' ,6 !.o 36 37 58 31 24 
22 14 23 ,2 56 .52 :30 :34 27 39 2, 34 54 31 '7 '1 23 23 32 15 26 40 18 
24 32 29 35 39 28 29 " 23 ,2 25 2, :32 21 26 18 22 18 31 9 13 22 13 
31 14 ?!l 26 25 28 32 31 19 29 30 41 25 37 26 16 45 19 36 8 1.5 12 12 
:30 11 20 29 32 ,1 ,2 Z7 27 18 3' 20 23 29 19 1S 21 15 22 14 24 ) 9 
2:1 22 21 27 22 29 23 17 21 21 31 16 17 12 23 21 18 14 14 17 11 2 11 
26 20 ? 23 1S 5 24 14 11 11 24 17 10 9 12 23 18 11 15 8 8 1, 10 
8 8 10 11 6 6 23 12 e 7 9 9 12 11 14 21 23 9 .5 4 6 12 14 
15 10 11 19 24 14 15 14 10 17 28 4 13 6 23 17 20 12 10 18 7 9 .5 
32 12 26 30 :36 21 36 31 13 21 16 1S 15 :34 25 12 22 lS 21 12 :3 14 16 
41 14 :3:3 39 32 26 29 25 30 35 18 2.3 21 21- 2, 15 16 2:3 28 9 4 8 S 
19 9 17 16 25 13 12 21 9 13 ? 11 8 8 11 6 19 6 ., S 12 9 2 
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FIG . .5 CROWl NG COUNTS.- AVERAGE NUMBER OF SPON-
TANEOUS CALLS HEARD DURING TWO MINUTE PERIODS 
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as to produce the 'tJ'pioal curre relUl ting from changes of croving inteD.si t7. 
An aDal1'8is of ftriance computed for the count. revealed a significant 
ft.riation between aTerage counts, indicating the departure of \he ll8&lla fro. 
linearit,. (J' = 8.478, ftlue of r at S~ level = 1.52). It is logical to 
Blaume 1bat a route followed through. all tJPes of pheasant habitat would 
reflect the denaity of population within the habitat. !here were, appar-
ently, area. of eaTiroaaental dlfference supporting various population den-
81ties. !be aua~sle of variance indicated a significant difference in calls 
heard between stations (:r = 43.15, Talue of J' at sf, leTel = 1.7:3). The 
latter metana. illustrates the importance of conducting the count8 from 
identical listening posts on consecutive counts and consecutive years: 
particularly in areas of spotted pheasant distribution. 
!he calculation of the coefficient of correlation (rho) for a curvi-
linear :f\mction revealed a high degree of correlation between the sean count. 
and the parabola fitted bT the least square. method (rho - .82). 
Value of determining crony Int.81 tx 
Oriterion tor establishing progre.s of reproductive cycle 
!he 'Variables introducing bias into the road.ide counts large17 stem 
from the influence of the reproductive qcle upon pheasa.nt habits and h-
ereased subjection to mortality factors. !he determination, b,y observation. 
of sex ratiOS, relative numbers. hen:brood ratios, and age ratios is directlY 
affected by the activitJ' of the birds and 'ftr1ations in the original breeding 
'eali t7_ Not only does it become nece88a17 to conduct counts at comparable 
periods of the reproductive c,rcle but the necsssit" for determining the 
relationship of agricultural practices to the reprodnctive cycle indicates 
~e aetnal need for a method wherebJ the Chronological relationShip of all 
the factors can be determined without excessive field investigation. On the 
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basie of pre.eIL' knowledge the crowing count method possesses possibilities, 
aa .& I tarting paint. 
It ~e reproductive a,rcle be.-n at the same period each year there 
would be Ii tt1e neeel for concern but 1 t 1 s genere.l17 believed that the be-
ginning of the breeding .8&80n is sensitive to climatological aberration •• 
Wight (McAtee- 1945) and othere have stated that the actin ties of this 
period appear to 'be affected by temperature and light intensity; prolong-
ation of low temper,atares and exc8.s1ve aebulosit,y hinder the development 
of the procreative urge. It lI8.T therefore be expected that the bre.ding 
season will not be consistent in time of occurrence. !he use of comparable 
year17 date. tor conducting roadside counts consequentl,. introduces errors 
in the nuabers and composition o~ the population observed. The 87nchronisa-
tion of the roadside counts with a comparable portion of the reproductive 
c.ycle rather ~ a comparable calendar date is a necessit" for accurate 
4etermtDation of the population equation. 
!he eatablislunent and progress of the reproductive, 0701. may be accom-
plished through annual ltu¢y of the physiological changes such a8 gonad 
weight or ovary development. This. hewever, would entail almost a prohl b-
itive e~endltttre of tlm. and effort in the collection and analrsis of a 
large sample of birds. During 1946 and 1947 gODad weights and measurements 
were taken on 160 cocks ~ n.ball (1948) in South Dakota. These data show 
th&t a close correlation exlsts between the gonad veights and cock crowing 
lntensity. It ••• Jl8 logical that if sanal readiness i8 determined bY' gODad 
weigllta, and close correlation exi,ts between gOMd deTe10pment and crowiDg 
intensi V, that the latter 1, the more practical method of determining the 
climax of the breeding period. 
!he writer has indicated, in a PreY1fts .ection of this paper, the 
correlation of peak crowing intensity and peak harem association with the 
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peak hatching period on the Sevier area. If the foregoing relationships 
prove to be other than co-incidental, pertinent information. a.lusive of 
pepulatlon Indice., could be derived from crowing counts. When intenlive 
nelting atudies are denied the in.estigator the establiShment of the peak 
hatching period 'by the use of crowing counts proTides: a aeana of determining 
probable nesting success and hea mortality. fhe relationship of peak hatch-
lug to mowing has been demonstrated. to be a critical factor 1n e.~abliahing 
fall population levels. A baai, i. ~ereb7 provided for a well considered 
estimate of the prebable reproductive succeS8 of the spring breeding popula-
tion and ~e ana17sis of observed hea:brood and age ratios. 
Criterion for e.tabliShing population indices 
!he -writer bas JDade no att-:pt to formulate a method of determining 
a populati~D. 1Dclex. As a _tter of record. however. the formulas for 
cleterm1lliDg the spring braecling index and the population poat-breeding index 
developecl b:r J:1m'ball (19118) will be presented. !he formulas are Ximball' St 
bu.t the data place' in them will represent the data obtained during the two 
periods of differential nesting success in alfalfa fields on the Sevier area • 
The spriDg breediDl; ind.ex will be identical in both instances but the post 
breeding indices will reflect the degree of nesting ~ceess and hen mortalit,r 
during ~. two nesting periods. 
:ro l"Ill1la s : 
Spring breeding index - p = C + OR 
Post-breeding population index - P = C ... OK .. CRY - O(H .. HI + 1) 
c - CoCk calls per 2 minutea 
II = Hens per cock 
y = Ycnmg per hen 
~r1ng breeding index for Sevier area: 
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Sex ratio = , hans \0 1 cock 
Cock calls per 2 minutes = )4.2 
p = (:34.2) + (34.2) x (,) 
= 130.8 
Po.~br.e4iDg population index baaed on nesting succe.s determined 
for first period of ha7 cutting (prior to hatching peak). 
Sex ratio = 1.94 heDS to 1 cock (reduction due to hen mortality) 
Cock calls p,er 2 minutes = ,4.2 
Young per hen = ,.0 (includes renesting effort.) 
p = :34.2 [}.96 + (1.94 x 3) ... =:!] 
= 299.6 
Poat-breediDg population index based on nesting ~ccess determined 
for secoad period of ha7 cutting. 
Sex r.atio = 2.7 hens to 1 coCk (reduction due to hen mortality) 
Oock calls per 2 ainutes = 34.2 
Young per hen = 5.58 (includes renestlng effort.) 
p - 34.2 [174 t (2.7 x 5.58) -I-.=!] 
= 639.5 
Post-breading popula tioD index based on nes ting success in alfalfa. 
field.s on SeTier area (Weighted aTerages from first and 
.econd period). 
Sex ratio = 2.4 heDs to 1 cock (reduction due to hen mortBlit.y) 
Cock calls per 2 minute. = 84.2 
Young per hen = 4.77 (includes renesting effort.) 
p = 34.2 ~.4 + (2.4 x 4.77) + ~ 
= 487.87 
Post-breeding p~lation index for SeTter area based on sex ratio 
. aILd Juvenl1e:hen ratio observed during roadside counte for 
period of August 1 - 15. 1947. 
Sex ratio = 1.51 henl to 1 coCk 
Cock calla per 2 Btuntes = ,4.2 
Young per haa = 4.2 
\ 
.p = :34.2Ii.51 + (1.51 % 4.2) .. 1{ 
= :302.67 
I 
!he f'oregoing methoda ot cleteminiDg population indices require accurate 
4eteratDation of the •• x ratio prevailing dRring the breeding season and sex 
ratio and 3uvenl1e:hen ratio during the l>0at-breeding season. Particular 
Il8rit is attached to the post-breeding index forJDl1la insofar a8 the ratios 
applied act as corrections tor periods of variable hen mortal! ty. !he use-
ful.aes. of the population indlC8. obtained by using crowing counts hinges 
upon the abili t1 to obtain comparable sex ratios and ~uv8l'lil.:hen ratios 
fro. year to year. Although hen mortalit,y is recognised in the Yariatlon 
in aex ~tio between the ~ring and po8t-br.ed~ determinations conside~ 
able care would be require" to obtain accurate ratios. A late or earlT spring 
would. reault in a ah1f't in the reproductl'Ye 07c1.. Consequentq the roadside 
counts conducted to obtain the ratios DBt be qachroDised with the reproduc-
tive cycle if' the i.41c8. obtained are to be comparable ones. The use of the 
period of peak crowing intenei V as a basis for qnchronlzation haa 'been lUg'-
g •• ted.. 
!he period between ·marlDn:am crowing and the start of the roadside surveys 
will "I&ry with atat ••• d.epending upon the time required. for the formulation. 
of boAting regulations. lhatever the period decided upon. it must remain 
constant from 7ear to year. -In Utah. a minimum period of 14 weeks is sug-
gested. For 1947 conditions in Utah, the roadside counts to determine sex 
and age ratios for insertion into ~e population index formula vould have 
been conducted during the last week of A~Bt or the first week of September. 
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A period ot sufficient length. should be, allowed between ~e peak crowing 
and the conduction of the roadside couat. to allow for the completion ot 
~ pO.8ible rene,ting efforts. When the roadside counts are made too 
earlJ' to allow for aax1J1W1l ,juTeni1. counts the accmracy of the post-breediDg 
population index. becG.es ques"tlona'ble. 
!elt !;aIseet Count, 
!he belt transect collht .ethod. 1. an attempt to measure trends b1' 
correlatlDg a population with its habitat acreage. The end result of the 
method. is the letermination of the actual population of pheasants on 8l1I' 
u.lt area. 
!he specific technique used on the Saner area was sim:1lar to the one 
evolTed. and applied in Oregon (lI:l:aar •• a - 194;). A transect area was selected 
and the perimeter established and mapped. !he circumference of the tr,an88Ct 
was paced and the area to b. surve7ed calculated on an acreage basis. To 
determine the acreage of the area actual17 sampled the following fo!'JD.Ula .s 
ule'l 
Pertaeter in feet x 200 ~43.560 = ac~e. 
!he forecoing formula pr.~o8e. the use of a 200 foot surve7 strip; 
one hundred feet to either alde of tne line of travel. 
Hine tranlecte were established on the 22,400 acre Sevier study area. 
Bo attempt was made to randomise the transects but their location wal de-
termined by an ocular estimate of the prevalence i11 the area of the various 
type. of pheasant habitat. Each transect included an approximate17 prop01'-
tionate part of each habitat t7,Pe as it occurre4 111 the 1Jaecliate area. The 
computed area sampled br the nine transects cODsisted of 503.9 acres. an 
aver,age of 56 acres for each tranaect. 
Each of the transecta on \he area was survqed eleTen times during the 
period fro. April 21st to Bovember 10th. !he word "count" will be used 
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hereafter to indicate a complete ~eT of the set of nine transects. 
Oount. were conducted in such a manner 8S to reveal certain character-
istics of the transect t,1,pe ofcen~.: name~, variations between counts 
and. effect of tille of da7' upon counts. It was discovered earl3' in the ' 
studT that the experillental design originally plazmed would be difficult 
of attatament. !he greatest d.terrant to ~stematic counts was discovered 
to be the inability to traTers8 irrigated farmland. It waa inevitable that 
as the 2i mile perlaeter was betag follow.' that a fre8hl1 irrigated field 
would be eneouatered. A continuation of that particular count in the cor-
rect lI&D.11er would have meat considerable d1sturbance to growing crops and 
irrigation channels with the conleqnent deterioration of public relatioDs. 
AI a practical telt of census methods such a condition eliminate. the t~ 
aect COWl ts aa a •• ana of inventory in Utah during the growing period. 
Variation Between Counts 
!he counts r~r.sented in !able 16 were made conse~tiv.~ to determine 
the variation between counts and time of counts. !he writer i8 hesitant, 
however. to place ~ signifioance on count' producing 80 sma.l1 e. sample of 
the population numbers. During the five count. 51 birds were observed, or 
10.2 birds per count. !bie represents slightlr over one bird for each 
transect or one bird ob.erved tor approrl_tely 2i milea of travel. !he 
analFlis of variance indicated no significant difference between consecutive 
counts (J' = .? degrees of freedom = 2 and 32, value of J' a t S~ level = S.74). 
JiDarsen cautioned ~e inve.tigator concerning the conducting of counts 
during the heat of the da7 a8 the birds would probabl3" be in haa..,. cover and 
difficult to flush. If such a condition proved to be true the on17 period 
remaining in 'Which to run tran.eeta in Utah would be for about one hour dU!'-
iDg the morniDg and durinc late afternoon. from three 0 'clock until five 
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Table 16. Pheasant. obserYed on five consecutive belt transect count. conducted during the period of 
April 21 to Mq :30, 1947. in Sevier Ooun ty. Utah. 
Hours of Count 1 91:30 A.M.- 3:00 P.M. i HOurs of Oount: ,:00 P.M.-5:00 P.M. 
• 
'!ran. I : : : Cocks Benl 'fo tal: Oocle. Benl To tal a Cocks Hens Total: Oocks Rens !o tal. Cocks liens Total Bo. • 
1 2 2 : 1 1 • : 1 2 :3 • 1 1 • • 
2 1 1 • 1 1 : 1 1 2 : 2 2 • • • , : 1 1 : : 1 1 : 1 1 2 
4 • 
* 
1 :3 4 : 2 2 • 1 1 • • 
5 1 2 :3 : 2 2 : 1 1 • 1 1 2 : 1 1 • 
6 : • • : • • 
7 1 1 • 2 2 : 1 1 • • • 
8 1 1 • • 2 2 : • 1 1 • • • 
9 2 2 4 • 1 1 : 2 2 • 2 2 • 1 1 • • • 
Totals 4 a 12 • 2 6 8 • S '1 12 : 2 10 12 ; 4 :3 .,. • • 
• ~ 
\..J 
o 'clock. !he heaV dew ordinarIly present would prevent ear17 morning 
couts. !hree of the foregoing five count, 1f8re condu.cted 4uri1l« the heat 
of the 4ay aDd two of' the COU11ts were made following :3 :00 P.M. to determine 
the differenoe, if Ul', occurring in the Jl\U!lbers of birds flushed. There 
was 1'10 significant 41fferenee in the mean number of birds flushed between 
the two periods (.1 = .58, degrees of freedom = " Talue of ! at S~ level = 
,.182). 
!No counts were made during the latter part of JulT and the forepart of 
August. The population hael increased signif'icant17 over the previous five 
counts a8 a restut of Juvenile. having been added to the population (table 
17). 
!'wo counts were made lmmed1ateq prior to the hunting seaBon and two 
, cOUllts were made iDllledlate~ following the hunting season (table 18). As 
expected, a significant 4ifference was noted between the numbers of birds 
observed during the two series of counts (l= 9.61. degrees of freedom = 2, 
1 at 5~ level. 4.303.). On the baais of the differential between the two 
count. the hunt1ng remoYal ¥as 8'.7~ of the total cock population and 68.5~ 
of the total hen population. !'he faUaC7 of the observation i8 obvious. 
Although a cock law 18 in force in Utah hunters would remove, accld.ente.l17 
or intentional17. a portion of the hens. Sixty-eight percent would be an 
exces8ive aaount of hen 10s8, however. 
Although a cooling off period of four daY8 wa. allowed between the 
cessation of hunting and the conducting of the transect counts, the in-
creased warinesl assum~d 'b7 the birds as an effect of disturbance during 
the bunting season was reflected in ~e reluctance of the birds to flush. 
The consequent, abnormality in the post-hunting season transect CO'Wlts is 
probabq a function of actual hunting 1088 plus increased wariness. !he 
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!able 17. Pheasant. oble"ed on two con8ecutive belt transect count. 
conducted during ~e period of JulT 11 to August 12, 1947. 
in Sevier County, Utah 
!Iran. 
ISh gg~1 Isml JUl. llag:L!ll. ~S21!1: Cock! Benl Jl1v• l!nolals. Total 
1 1 1 : 2 2 
2 : , '7 10 
:3 I 1 1 
4 1 1 2 : 1 '7 a 
.5 1 1 : 1 1 2 
6 : 1 1 
'7 : 1 1 2 
e : 1 7 8 
9 6 IS 21 • 1 1 1 , • 
• • 
fota1s 2 1 '7 15 25 : 6 8 21 2 37 
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Table 18. Pheasants observed on four consecutive belt transect counts 
conducted during the period of October 27 to November 10, 
1947. in Sevier County. Utah 
Pre-hun tine Count 
~ll ~2l 
'fran. Cocks Hens Total • Cocks Hens Total • 
No. 
1 : 
2 
:3 11 14 25 5 7 12 
4 
5 3 3 • 2 t 2 4 • 
6 9 9 18 • 12 14 26 • 
7 1 2 :3 • 1 1 2 • 
8 2 2 4 : 
9 
Totals 2:3 53 20 24 44 
Post-hYD~iag Qgun~ 
() (4) 
Tran. 
· • No. Cocks Hens Total Cocks Hens Total 
1 • 1 1 • 
2 3 :3 
:3 2 2 4 
4 4 4 1 1 
5 • • 
6 1 1 
7 1 1 1 2 :3 
8 1 1 • 1 1 • 
9 2 2 1 1 2 
• 
• 
Totals 2 7 9 5 10 15 
added variability introduced by the latter factor prevents observance by 
flushing methods of a comparable portion of the population as heretofore 
observed and consequently nullifies the method as a means of determining 
hunting removal. 
Variation Reflecting Reproductive Success 
The mean number of birds observed during the counts as the season 
progressed reflected the increase in numbers expected of: a reproducing 
population (table 19). With the exception of one series of counts the 
coefficien t of variabili ty (V) was unfavorable, howeyer. 
Table 19. 
...... 
Mean numbers of pheasants observed durint belt transect counts 
on the Sevier area, 1947 • 
Period of No. of Mean number of Coefficient of 
count! cgunts birds obserTed var1abilit~ 
SpriJl€ 5 10.2 t 1.0 20.9% 
MidsUDUller 2 31.0 ~ 4.3 19.4~ 
Pre-hun tug 2 48.5 ..;t 3.2 9.2~ 
Pos t-hun ting 2 12.0 .:t 2.1 25.0% 
The transect method of inventory apparently bas lim! ted usage in Utah. 
Apart from the difficult,y found in traversing irrigated farmland the limited 
numbers of birds observed prevent calculations and comparisons possessing 
mathematical warrant. On a broader baSis, the number of transects re-
quired to adequatelY sample the extremely spott,y pheasant distribution in 
Utah is prohibitive. 
Effect ~ Minor Climatic Factors ~ Population Inventories 
The influence of minor climatic factors on population inventories is 
a matter producing controversial. opinions. It is logical to assume that 
rain and fog will automatically prohibit the use of the roadside census if 
for no other reason than a lack of visib!li ty. The more minor and ubiqui tous 
climatic aberrations - wind, clouds, and dewfall - are more difficult of 
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evaluation. Such census techniques as the roadside count and crowing 
count must be made at comparable times to produce comparable results; 
hence. they are sensitive to the time factor. Obvious~ ~ lengthy delay 
caused by minor climatic conditions potentiall1 invalidates the inventor". 
As previously stated. investigators are not agreed as to the direct 
. 
effect minor weather factors have on population inventories. Bandall and 
Bennett (1939' indicated that rainy, foggy. cloudy, and dewless mornings 
are not sat1sfactoT,1 times to conduct the roadside census in Penns,ylvania. 
Ten years of roadside censuses in Iowa have shown that on bright dewy or 
frosty mornings a larger percentage of pheasants will be out on the roads 
; 
or in the open than on cloudy or windy mornings, when they remain in the 
cover and scatter out more slowly (Stiles and Hendrickson, 1946). McClure 
(1945) stated there was no evidence in Nebraska indicating that weather-
conditions effected the number of birds observed on roadside counts. 
FiSher, ~~. (1947), in a statistical analysis of the roadside counts 
conducted in Montana, states, 
(1) more birds are found on days with a dewfall than on dewless 
days; (2) clearness or clOUdiness of the weather has little effect; 
and (3) birds are more in evidence on rainy or snowy days than on 
freezing days. It is apparent that it is impossible to select any 
certain type of weather condition as optimal for censusing. 
The crowing counts, based on hearing, rather than seeing birds obviously 
are gubject to less variations. Kimball (1948) states the following, 
Nebulosi tY", relative humidity, fog, and amount of dew have to date 
shown no measurable effect upon crowing counts. 
"Wind presents the greatest problem but counts taken when the wind 
velocity 1s below 8 miles per hour will not be affected. 
No information has been discovered in available liter.ature concerning 
the effeet of climatic aberrations on the belt transect count. 
During the process of conducting inventories on the Sevier area notes 
were taken concerning general weather conditions prevailing during the 
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period of the counts. The apparent effects of the weather tactora on the 
COUll ts conducted will he discussed. 
Roadside Count. 
Considerable disagreement haa arisen between investigators concerning 
the effect of wind, nebulosity and dewtall on counts obtained during road-
81de censuses. !he writer will consequentlJ consider the factors in two 
classifications; wind and nebulosity, and dewfall. 
lind Md lebulpliV 
!he variations inherent in the roadside census type of inventory pre-
eludes the anaqsis of the counts on a ,hort term basis. Consequentl1 the 
coats obtained were divided. into two groups; (1) all counts regardless of 
climatic conditions and (2) counts with the days of high wind and nebulosity 
eliminated. CarY.s vere fit to both groups by the least squares method and 
the curves compared (figure 6). There is obviously a variation between the 
curYes representing the two conditions. During April and May the variation 
1s slight. but the curTes extending into the months of low observed popula-
tion level - June, July, and August - reveal an increasing degree of 
variance. 
As the ~l population is sampled the curve reveal.~ less sensitivity 
to elouq and windy weather. !he percentage \'8.riat1ons scaled from the 
curve are summarized in !able 20. 
T.able 20. Percentage variations noted between birds observed during all 
weather counts as opposed to counts from which clou.d7 and w1nc%v 
daTI have been eliminated. Data computed from scaled differences 
noted in figure 6. 
Month 
May 
.Tune 
Ju.'L7 
August 
September 
October 
Average varlat1g in bird, seen 
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FIG.8 CURVILINEAR REGRESSION OF MORNING ROAD-
SIDE COUNTS BY LEAST S~UARES METHOD.SEVIER 
COUNTY, UTAH. 1947 
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!he mean number of birds observed during each count was 9.3.29 ;!; .3.91 
for the all weather counts and 102.72 ;t 8.23 for the opt1mum weather counts. 
'!he difference in means was not significant (.1 = ".858, degrees of freedom = 
118, v.alue of ! at 5~ level = 1.982. 
!he data provid.ed by the fitting ot the curv •• to the counts are 
apparently a contradiction of the teat of significance applied to the mean 
numbers of birds obserTed. !he writer has no intentions of discussing the 
factors influencing statistical results. It may be stated, however, that 
the ve17 nature of the counts preclude blind adherence to the mathematical 
t.sts of significance. !he eunl11near trend of the counts and the great 
Tariatioll between counts interact to increase the complexities of' interpre-
tation. It is suggested, on the basis of the available evidence, that 
roadside counts be restricted to clear and relatively calm days. 
Deytall 
·The effect of dewfall on the observation of pheasants in the morning 
roadside counts has been specifically noted by Hicks • .!!.!l. (1941) I Bandall 
and Bennett (1939), and Fisher, .!.!!l. (1947). With the exception of Fisher, 
the workers did not define the extent of dewfall as a factor in comparable 
counts. !ro illustrate the variable degrees of influence caused by different 
degrees of d.ewfall on the counts on the Sevier area the writer noted the 
dewfall as being absent, llght, medium, and hea'VJ'. :Bi-weekly means of the 
total birds observed on the cel1sus routes under these condi tiona were COlll-
puted, and the percentage of deviation of individual censuses from these 
means plotted on the Y axis of Figure? which illustrates the effect of 
dewfall upon the nUJllber of birds observed. !he coef'ficien t of correlation 
. ~'" ' 
(~) was found·to be 0.994. !his demonstrated that there i8 a correlation 
between the number of birds seen and the degree of dewfall. 
The variability noted for individual counts makes the use of the 
...... '·1 ..... _. ,,_ (. 
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FIG.7 THE EFFECT OF DEWFALL ON THE 
NUMBER OF BIRDS OBSERVED DURING 
MORNING ROADSIDE COUNTS ON THE SEV-
IER AREA, UTAH. 1947 
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regression inadvisable as a predictive index. Over a series of counts, 
however. the mean number of birds observed may be significantly influenced 
by the amount of dewfall present during the count •• 
Qroying Counts 
Wind 
As indicate! 'b7 n.ball (1948), wind was the on17 variable noted. to have 
affected the crowing counts in South Dakota. On the Sevier area, 2 of the 
27 crowing counts conducted were made during periods of relative11 high win4 
veloc! 't7 - 12-20 miles per hour. To illustrate the aberration from the 
general trend of calls heard two curTe$ were fitted; one to all combined 
counts and the other to all counts made minus the two counts conducted during 
the high winds (figure 8). ~e coefficient of correlation (rho) for the former 
counts was 0.82 and tor the latter, 0.89. The difference in the coefficients 
of correlation _. significant (.1 = .5.94. degrees of freedom = 54. value of 
1 at 5~ level = 2.005). !he standard errors of estimate were 4.0 and 2.9 
respectivel)". indicating an increase in the accuracy of the prediction of 
37.~ al a result ot ellm1natiug cOUllts _4e on windy d.a7s from the computations. 
1!tl! !raJl.,et Coup'. 
No evidence of aberratlohs in the number of birds observed during 
tr,anaect counts as a result of climatic factors was observed. !he small 
n:waber of sample counts obtained would normally preclude tests of signif-
icance on this method of sUrTey as applied on the Sevier area. 
SUGGESTIONS lOR mE USE OF C.SUS ME!lIODS IN MAN'AGEMDT 
The use of census methods as a management tool should be correlated 
wi th the seasonal '9'aria tions in habl t8 and environment. fhe wrl ter pre-
sents the following suggestions concerning the period of appropriate applica-
tion and general usage of the census methods studied on "the Sevier area • 
. ' ..... '0" ..... ,." ~ _~. .... -: ... ' •• _ • 
FIG.8 CURVILINEAR REGRESSION OF CROWING 
COUNTS BY LEAST SQUARES METHOD. SEVIER 
COUNTY, UTAH. 1947 
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(1) Period of application: Du.ring the spring months the road.side 
census ~ be applied during tne dispersal of ~e birds over their 
breeding area and continuing until the onset of the incubating period. 
Great variations are evident in the counts obtained during the iD-
cubating period and into the Sttmmer months reflecting .uch factors 
a8 'incubating, molting. and lack of Yisiblli t7 resulting from dense 
cover growth. !he roadside caunt presented a better means of obtain-
1Dg sex ratios, age ratios, and relative pre-hunting and post-hunting 
paoPUlatlon leTels than the belt transect method. 
(2) General usage: The roadside census provides a relatlvelT large 
sample of birds during the spring ~d fall months. During the spring 
the relative breeding population level and the sex ratios of the breed-
ing population, useful,. a criterion for determining r~roductiT. 
poteatial mq be established b1' roadside counts. Ximball (1948) sug-
., 
gests an additional us. for roadside count. conducted during the 
spring dispersal. and before nesting actually begins, during which a 
JIl8Jd.DrwD proportion of hens is apparent. The peak .ex ratio period 
thus obaerTed would indicate the progress of the reproductive cy-cle 
and facilitate the s.ynChronlzatlon of later roadside counts with ~e 
reproductive c1'c1e. 
groying Counts 
(1) Period of application: !he period during which the crowing 
count census will be applied 1s necessari1,. during the breeding 
period when spontaneous calling is at, or near, a maximum. On the 
Sevier area the counts began during the middle of April and con-
tinued until the fore-part of Jul7. The duration of the crowing 
counts will normall,. depend upon the progresl'-,of the procreative 
urge. Ifhelts is no neeessi t7 for continuing the counts when the peak: 
crowing lntensity i8 known to have terminated. 
(2) General usage: '!he crowing in tensi V heard during the peak per-
iod -7 be used. in conJu.nction with the sex ratios obtained during 
roadside counts, to obtain relative breeding population densities. 
Methods of obtaining the spring breeding population iJldex and the 
-'~ 
post-breeding population index has been discussed previously in this 
paper. The crowing counts -7 prove to be a practical method. for 
determining th~ probable hatching peak. !he importance of correla.t-
ing the hatching peak with known agricultural practices cannot be 
minimized. !he mortalit,y of hens and the destruction of nests is 
directly correlated with the relationShip between. peak ~tching and 
the mowing ot alfalfa hay_ The analysis of field obsenations ob-
tained during the post-breeding period 1s simplified and strengthened 
b,. information concerning reproductive auccess during the hatChing 
period. 
Belt zran.eet Counts 
(1) Period of application: »elt transect counts are difficult to 
obtain in Utah during the period from May 1st to September 1st when 
the irrigation of crops is customary. A lack: of sufficient replica-
tiona of the count. during the spring and fall months precludes a 
definite assertion conc.rning the value of this specific technique 
for an,. other season of the ,.ear. 
( 2) General usage: In general, the belt transec t method of census 
revealed slight practicability as a means of inventory suitable for 
Utah conditions. !he mechanical difficulties inserted by ~e pre-
vailing irrigation methods and the lack of confidence 1n the count. 
conducted because of the small proportion of the population sampled 
proTed the method to be impractical on the Sevier a~. 
SUMMARY AND COlfCLUSIONS 
1. !he stuq of factors inf1uencillg the Talidi t7 of pheasant census methods 
was conclucted on an area of 22.400 acres in Sevier County. Utah. 
2. !he 8 tuq included. the period froll April 1, 1947, to B'ovember 15. 1947. 
3. Three census method.s were applied on the studT area; namely, roadside 
counts, crowing counts, and belt transect counts. 
4. !he roadside counts vere conducted over a route of 19.5 miles selected 
to include a proportionate representation of all cover t,ypes prevailing 
on the • tud1' un! t. A spe"ed of approxima te17 20 miles an hour was main-
tained during the C01lD.ts. All pheasants obaerved were tabulated and 
(heir re~ectlve .ix, age, and group classifications noted. All morn~ 
counts commenced at the moment of sunrise; all evening counts commenced 
approximately one hour before sunset. 
S. Sixty-five morning roadside count. were conducted during which 6.027 
pheasants vere obsarYed. Sixtt eTeDing roadside counts were conducted 
duriDg which 4,3:34 pheasants were observed. !he total number of pheas-
ants obs.ned during the roadside counts on the study area. li'aS 10 • .361. 
6. Nine belt transects were establiShed. !he selection of the transect 
areas~ vas arbi trar.r; the transects included all types of cover in their 
approiimate proportion of occurrence on the studT area. Individual 
transects were approx1mate~ one mile in length and one-fourth mile in 
width. All bird. flushed within a strip extending one hundred feet to 
either side of the line of travel - the perimeter of the transect -
were tabula ted. 
7. Eleven counts were conducted on the belt tr.ansects duriQg w.h1eh 234 
pheasants were observed. 
8. Crowing counts were conducted during the period from April 16th to 
JulY' 11th. All counts were made for a period of two minutes duration 
at 14 listening atat10ns establiShed on the identical route followed 
during the roadside counts. !he route 'WaS begun at dawn, or roughlY', 
when the time could be read from the face of a watch. A stop watch 
was used to accurately deter..!ne the two-minute listening lnterTals. 
9. !'he crowing eouats were conducted. on 27 mornings and resulted 1n the 
tabulation of 10,310 individual calls. 
10. Factors that influence the population trend determined by roadside counts 
mar be 8~rated into two classifications; (8' seasonal effects whiCh 
influence the trend of obsened. population densitY'. and (b) factors which 
effect consecutive counts. Factors affecting observed pheasant numbers 
over the longer period of time are: (a) seasonal plant growth; (b) 
n.sting and breeding habits; (c> predation and mortallt,y; (d) reproduc-
tive success; (e> habit changes and population decreases resulting from 
distQrbanee during the hunting season; and (f) effects of winter flo~ 
iug. Jlactors affecting observed pheasant numbers on; consecutive counts 
are: (a) the relative time of daY' during which ·acd~t is made; (b) 
general weather condl tiona prevailing before, during, and following a 
cout; and (c) abrupt changes in cover condl tiona resulting from agri-
cultural practices. 
11. Field obserTatloDs during the period of roadside counts revealed, in 
most instances, qualitative correlation between abrupt fluctuations in 
the obaerved population trend and specific ecological and physiological 
factors; i.e., changes in environment, respoDses to r~roductlve urges, 
and nest destruction resulting from hay mowing. 
12. !he effects of the courtship and nesting phases of the reproductive 
cycle produced a characteristic curve in the obse"" population trend. 
!he observed population leYe1 remained relative~ high during tne egg 
88 
laTing phase, with DO sign1f1eant d.cl~~, occurring until the general 
incubation of ne.ta commenced. During the third week of May a precipi-
'ous decline occurred in ~e number of birds obserTed. 
13. The period of peak harem composition occurred from May 15th to May 21st; 
al~ percent of the population _s observed as components of a harem 
assoeia tlon. 
14. Peak crowing intensity occurred during the ld.nti~l period as the peak 
harem association; i.e., from May 15th to May 21st. 
lS. The hatching peak as detemined by nesting studies occurred on, or about, 
June 20th. !he calculated hatching peak determined by estimating the 
age of 169 broods observed in the field occurred on or about June 10th. 
!he apparent dlscrepan.C)" between hatching peaks as determined by the 
two methods probab17 ariaes from environmental disturbance and mortality 
as a result of ha7 IlOwing. 
16. '!'he relationship of the peak hatching period to the mowing perlod pre-
sents a ba811 for estimation of probable rene.ting and breeding popula-
tion mo rtal! t7 • 
17. A lapse of )0 to 32 days occurred between the harem composition and 
crowing peaks and the probable hatching peak. From the midpoint of the 
calculated laying period to the probable hatching peak a lapse of 29 
to 31.5 ~s was computed. If this close approximation proved to be 
~11d either peak harem composition or peak crowing intensity may be 
used a8 a criterion for e8tablishing the expected date of the hatching 
peak. 
18. 1'0 obvious population effecte were noted as caused by predation on the 
Sevier area. 
19. Investigators in Utah and other states have determined that from 3S 
percent to 75 percent of all nesting hens utilize alfalfa fields as 
a.ltine 11te •• 
20. 'l'h1rteea alfalfa fields cut prior to the hatching peak on the Sevier area 
revealed. that of the 30 ae8t. obaerTed. :3 (9 percent) had hatched and 
19 (68 perceat) had. b.en d •• trGTed by mowing operations. Hen JIlortall't7. 
baaed. u.pon the Il_bar of neat. being incubated at the tille of mowing, 
•• 41 percent. Hen aortali ty ba.eel upon the total nest. present -
hatched or being incubated - wa. 36., percent. 
21. Seventeen fielda. cut following the hatching peak, y:l.elded 28 ne.ta. 
Bine'.e. ne.ts (68 perceat) had hatched and 8 (29 percent) had been 
te.troys' " IlOwing opera t10na. Hen aortall t7, baaed upon the to tal 
number of ne.t. pre.e.t - hatched or being incubated -- was 10.6 percent. 
22. PortY' percent of the alfalfa on the Se.,ier area was cut prior to the 
hatchinc peak aIl4 the remainder after the hatching peak. !he two nest-
~ perieds were s~ated by five da78 of inclemeat weather during 
which .owing was suspended. The decree of hatching success increa.ed 
froll 9 percent during the first period to,68 percent durlDg the second 
period; 8A increase ill the degre. of hatchlag success of 59 percent 
between the t~ perlods. 
23. !he weighted average derived from the two periods revealed the hen 
mortallt7 to be 21.6 percent of all hens nesting in alfalfa fields on 
.. 
the Serier area. 
24. !he impact of differential nesting mortality on observed population 
trends 1. 11lultrated by 8JrBaplea utiUzing the nesting ncce.s c1ata 
obtain" during the n8stlDg coUJ1ta &11d the sex ratio obtained during 
the roadsia. counts. Jor tn. first period -- low nesting ~CC.88 and 
high hen aortali ty - the increase oyer the original breeding population 
following alfalfa cutting wa. 16.6 percent. ]'or the secoad period -
hlgh Ae.ting 8uccess ud low hen mortality - the increase over the 
original breeding population following alfalfa cutting .aa,lO per-
CeD. t. !he weighted averag.. be tween the two period.s indica ted an in-
crease of 199.' percent. 
25. Pheasant inventori',B conducted iDunediately following the initial hatching 
period and prior to ren.sting are lubJect to considerable error; hen: 
brood ratios are biased by hen mortallt,y; and no compensation is made 
for tne potentlal increment resulting from renesting efforts. 
26. !he use of the adult:Juvenile ratio obtained from cheCk. on the hunters 
bag lacks math_tical waiiaJt .e a means of determining comparable r ... 
productlYe .uoee.8 When ,the bag i8 restricted to cocke. 
'l7. Pre-b.uatlng heD.:brood. ratios lack valid! ty as indicators of reproductive 
8ucce.8 when calculated on the residual hen population ,during years of 
.ign1tlcant mortali t1'. J,. trae ratio can be obtained on17 when com-
pensations for hen mortali-t,y are in.erte' or by calculating the ratios 
on the baals of the original breeding population. 
. . 
28. !be Chi-square t •• t tor significance, applied to the weighted averages 
obtained during the periods of dlfferentlal nest and hen 108s, indicates 
that age ratios and hen:brood ratios obtained by observing residual pop-
ulationl are 8ignlficant17 different than the ratios obtained by calcu-
lation. based on the origlD&1 breeding density. !hi. particular test 
presupposes a hen mortality' of 21 percent of the breeding female pGp-
11lat10%1. 
29. !he practice of feeding sheep and cattle in the alfalfa and beet fields 
during the fall and winter months produces .& degree of overgrazing pre-
~dlclal to the pheasant population. 
JO. A drive on two adJoining units in a winter. concentration area in the 
Sevier River bottom. illustrates the predilection of the phea~t for 
habitat undisturbed bY' concentrated grazing. On a protected unit of 
91 
40 acr •• , fro. which cattle .and sheep had been e%cludecl, the driTerl 
fluShed 346 pheasants; a concentration of 8;1 birds per acre. !he 
adJoining Wlit had. ain'taiD.ed, 811pp1ellented by grain feeding, appro»* 
iate1l' 250 sheep for a period of six weeks. On this unit of 30 acree 
the d.rtTers flushed four pheaaants; an aT.rage of 0.13 'birds per acre. 
,1. Dl1r1Dg and. i.e41&t_17 following hal' cutting the lex ratio increased 
trom 1:1.1 to 1.14 and 1.15 respectively, a probable reflection of the 
increased activit" of diatar\e'. inc.bating heD.s. !he percen~e of 
the population observed a8 harem components increased during the same 
~period from 63.6 percent to 73.9 percent. 
32. DariDg the period. from April 15th to September let the population trend. 
and ~e sex ratio reTealed a gradual rec ••• lon. Plotting the two Ta~ 
iables by the least aquares .ethod produced a coefficient of correlation 
(z) of 0.81, indicati~g a high degree of correlation between the decreases 
in 88X ratio and obsarTed population DUmbers for this specific period. 
33. Dle probabil1 t1' was ,50 :50 that &11 illT88tigator 'WOuld obtain signiflcantl7' 
comparable samples of the population,during evening roadside count. aa 
compared to samples obtained during morning roadside counts. 
34. Consistently more birds were observed during the morning roadside count. 
and the coefficients of variabilit7 (V) were less in nearly all instances 
in relation to ~e data ob~1ned during 'the evening counts. 
35. Sex ratios obtain.!! during JIOl"IliDg road.sid.e COUllts were observed to be 
consiatently more favorable to hens than were the count. obtained dur-
ing the ..... Ding roadside counts. 
36. The plotting of the .ean lmJIbers of calls heard per station during two-
lIinute crowing count. r .... eal.d a cunil1near trend. The peak of the 
parobola, representing peak: crowing intenaiv, occurred during the 
period from Mal' 15th to MaT 20th. 
§2 
37. !DalTsis of variance indicated a significant 4~rtur. from lineari~ of 
the plotted curve ot the mean nUJllber of calls heard per station (F = 8.478. 
Y8lue of Y at 5~ level = 1.52). 
:3B. ADaqsie of variance indicated a significant difference in the mean 
!L\1Dlber of calls heard between listening posts (,. .• 4,.15. _1 .. of ., 
at $~ level = 1.73) indioat1Jtc 'Y&riatloal in pOpU.latlon 4 ... 1" wlth!a 
the area. 
39. !he lJ11Luronlsatlon of the roadside counts with a comparable segment 
of the reproductiTe qcle rather than a comparable calendar date ia a 
prerequisite to obtaining a comparable deter.aination of the population 
equation. 
40. !he application of belt traneect count. on the .SeTler area was h.am.-
pered b7 prevailing irrigation practices. 
41. The belt transect method of cen~8 vas not feasible as a means of 
determining differential population density following the bunting 
leason. 
42. It 1s suggested. on the basi. of available evidence, that road.ide 
counts be restricted to morning counts conducted on clear, calm daTe. 
4:3. !he .. ouat of dev.t'all has a significant effect upon the number of birds 
observecl during morning roadside counts. 
44. A significant ~atlon was introduced into the plotted curves rep-
reeeat1q crowiDg lntenai t7 by the inclusion of counts conducted. on 
da7s of rela ti ve4' high wind (,.t = 5.94. degrees of freedoDl = 54. 
value ot .i at 5'" level = 2.005). 
45. !he roadside couat technique eaplo3"ed on the stud3' area presenta a 
practical •• thod of detaralatQg relative breeding population densities 
durtQg the period of disperaal from winter floCks and prior to the 
on.et of general incubation of .e.ta. 
46. '!he roadside count pre.e.ted. a means of obtaining a large sample of 
the population upon whiCh to baBe calculations to determine sex ratios. 
age ratiol. and relative pre-h\mting and post-hunting population 
leTela. 
47. Great variations between CO\lD.ts u.d low eample .number •• obtained 
by roadside counts during the wammer months, probably reflected such 
factors as renesting, moultiDg. and dense cover growth. 
48. !he degree of crowing intensity tabulated duriDg the breeding period 
ma7 be use!, in con3unction with the sex ratios obtained during r0a4-
aide counts, to obtain relative breeding population densities. 
49. Correlation between the peak: crowing period and the hatching peak 
was evident on the Sevier area. The hatching peak: occurred approx-
imately 30 daYI after the period of peak· crowing intensit7 was ra-
cor!!e!. 
SO. !he mechanical difficulties inserted by the preTailing irrigation 
methods and the lack of confidence in the counts conducted because 
of the .mall l1uabers of birds sampled proTed the belt transect method 
of census to be impractical on the Sevier area. 
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